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ABSTRACT
EVALUATION OF INTERIOR SHOPPING MALL DESIGN WITHIN 
THE CONTEXT OF URBAN PUBLIC REALM
Merve Parlar 
M.F.A. in Fine Arts
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Yıldırım YAVUZ 
February, 1993
This work puts forth a different point of view for the evaluation of the design of 
interior shopping malls. In this approach, public interior spaces are defined and 
analyzed as a component of the urban public realm. The problems and concepts of 
interior shopping malls are analyzed in a historical perspective, after briefly 
introducing the relationship between the city and the public realm, the city and the 
interior shopping mall. Thus the aspects of urban public realm and the design criteria 
of interior shopping malls are obtained and defined. Finally, based on these aspects 
and criteria, interior shopping malls in Ankara are analyzed. The stages of 
development and typologies derived from these analyses are discussed in teims of the 
context of urban public realm. All researches and analysis aim to form a basis for an 
interdisciplinary study, and to draw attention to the interaction of 'exterior space', 
'building mass' and 'interior space'.
Keywords: Public space, urban public realm, interior shopping mall, urban design, 
environmental design
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ÖZET
KAPALI ALIŞVERİŞ MERKEZLERİ TASARIMININ KENT MEKANI 
KAPSAMINDA DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ
Merve PARLAR 
Güzel Sanatlar Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Yıldmm YAVUZ 
Şubat 1993
Bu çalışma, kapalı alışveriş merkezleri tasanmının değerlendirilmesine değişik bir 
bakış açısı sunmaktadır. Bu yaklaşımda kamusal iç mekanlar kent mekanının bir 
parçası olarak tanımlanmakta ve analiz edilmektedirler. Kent ve toplumsal alan, kent 
ve kapalı alışveriş merkezleri arasındaki ilişki ana hatlai'i ile tanıtıldıktan sonra, bu 
merkezlerin tasarımları ilgili problem ve kavramlar tarihsel bir çerçeve içinde 
incelenmiştir. Böylece kamusal kent mekanının özellikleri ve kapalı alışveriş 
merkezleri tasanm kriterleri elde edilmiş ve tanımlanmıştır. Son olarak, bu özellikler 
ve kriterlere dayanarak, Ankara'daki kapalı alışveriş merkezleri değerlendirilmiştir. Bu 
ai'aştırmalann ortaya çıkardığı gelişim safhaları ve tipolojiler kent mekanı ile ilgili 
olarak değerlendirilmeye çalışılmışto. Tüm araştırma ve analizler, disiplinler arası 
ilişkiyi sağlayan bir çalışmaya temel oluşturmak, ve 'dış mekan', 'bina kütlesi' ve 'iç 
mekan' etkileşimine dikkat çekmeyi amaçlamaktadır.
Anahtar Sözcükler: Kamu mekanı, kamusal kent mekanı, kapalı alışveriş merkezi,
kentsel tasarım, çevre tasarımı
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. AIM OF THE STUDY
The world's most attractive cities are those which weave together a rich and vai'iable 
pattern of different uses and activities. The range of interconnection between these 
uses and activities also denotes the success of public life. Many people have 
contributed to the analysis of cities, like social thinkers, architects, planners and 
politicians. Today, changing patterns of pubhc realm urges most architects to work in 
the urban context. The evaluation of public space came out as one of the significant 
subjects related to tire city.
Urban spaces like streets, squares and parks have always been the fundamental 
components of city design. These spaces give the city its form, continuity, stability 
and image (Zeidler, 1983) and these spaces provide the linkage between the man and 
the city. Thus, urban space is the prior indicator of public life as well as the identity of 
the city.
Historically urban space has been considered mostly as exterior space - the space 
between the buildings. In a 1970 definition of the scope of urban design, a report by 
the Royal Institute of British Architects stated; "Its (urban design's) major 
characteristic is the aiTangement of the physical objects and human activities which 
make up the envu'onment; the space and the relationship of elements in it is essentially 
external, as distinct fi'om internal space" (RIBA, 1970, p.3). Also in the definitions of 
urban space by Krier (1979), exterior space is analyzed as the representative of the 
urban public space. He supports the idea by stating; "The polaiity of internal-external 
space is constantly in evidence... Since both obey very similar laws not only in 
function but also in form, internal space, shielded from weather and environment is an 
effective symbol of privacy; external space is seen as open, unobsti'ucted space for 
movement in the open air, with public, semi-public and private zones " (Kiier, 1979,
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p.l5). On the other hand, it is possible to find interior urban spaces within the realm of 
urban design till 1980's.
The viewpoint put forth in this thesis is that exterior space need not be considered as 
the city's only public, only pedestrian and only urban space. Throughout the history 
enclosed spaces such as stoa, markets, porticoes, colonnades, arcades and atria have 
had an important role in giving form to cities. The definition of urban space should be 
extended to include significant interior public spaces (Bednar, 1989) and the 
fomiulation of interior public spaces should aim to contribute to the city as an urban 
space.
The aim of the thesis is to examine the past and the present fonnations, to establish 
criteria, to discuss how the design of interior shopping malls contribute to the urban 
envii'onment, how the future mall aims to fulfill the needs of urban life and urban 
space.
1.2. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The scope of the thesis is defined by the design criteria related to the context of urban 
public realm where, in the final and most important analysis, the concentration will be 
on the analysis of interior shopping malls in Ankara.
Interior shopping malls, by definition, cover the interior pedestiian spaces where the 
shopping act is performed along covered streets and squares. Though mostly privately 
owned, constructed and managed, these spaces serve as public spaces. In fact, the 
definition of interior shopping mall in Turkey, with an exception of having the same 
title, differ greatly from the malls in the United States and Europe. In Turkey, covered 
bazaars, bedestens, bans, pasajs, and shopping centers can be included within the 
definition, while in the United States and Europe it covers the arcades, gallerias, 
suburban and urban shopping centers. Therefore, several different types are included 
within this definition, but the main concern of this thesis will be on the interior 
shopping malls in city centers.
The sphere of 'design' in the case of public interiors is a large one as any attempt to
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improve certain situations or the performance of things could be included within this 
context. The concepts of interior shopping mall design vary from a small design 
element of the interior to a general planning principle of the whole edifice. The design 
of public spaces should serve a large range of users and include highly visible, even 
spectacular spaces that attract interest and excitement either in the exterior or interior. 
Therefore, public interiors should not be thought solely from the building design point 
of view, but the environmental design criteria should also guide.
Environmental design concerns man's thoughts, concepts and ideas for the 
improvement of situations regarding him and of everything that suiTounds him. On the 
other hand environmental designer should not be thought as a single person who is 
responsible for all problems and concepts. All professionals, specialists, theoreticians, 
thinkers are environmental designers. Briefly, the spheres of environmental design 
are; object design, furniture design, interior architecture, architecture, landscape 
architecture, ui'ban design, urban planning, and regional planning (Antoniades, 1980) 
(Fig.l).
From
nothingness 
Genesis 
chemistry 
physics, etc.
Architects
and
planners
architecture
I Large scale 
architecture
I
Poliijcs
religion
philo.sophy
Interiors __J
Figure 1. The Sphere of Environmental Design 
( Antoniades, 1980, p. 2)
In any of the above categories the main concern is the 'man' and the 'environment', 
and the design is concerned with ideas, creation, betterment of public life and urban 
experience through the use of the design creations. There is a need for interrelation 
of various disciplines, and the aim should be to apply integrated design. Within the
scope of interior shopping mall design, interior architecture specifically deals with 
concerns and design of interior of the buildings, while other disciplines such as 
furniture design and industrial design aim at creating artifacts and appliances to be used 
in mostly interior spaces. On the other hand, furniture design, industrial design and 
the larger scales of environmental design like urban planning and regional planning 
are not a part of inquiry for this thesis (Fig. 2).
The Role of the Architect
Object Design 
Furniture Design
Landscape Arch. 
Urban Planning
INTERIOR 4-
.ARCHITECTURE
4  ARCHITECTURE 4-
_____ I I_____
4  u r b a n
DESIGN
Interior Exterior
Figure 2 . The Sphere of Interior Shopping Mall Design
The total architectural environment can be grouped under three main entities; interior, 
building mass and exterior. When all elements work as an integral whole, the 
environmental design can be denoted as successful (Antoniades, 1980). When the 
public interiors are concerned, architecture should be responsive to interior demands as 
well as environmental patterns. Therefore, the balance and the inteixelations of the 
tliree entities have to be reviewed.
Urban design represents a larger sphere of design than architecture. It is the 
intennediate sphere between architecture and urban planning. Gibberd (1953) defines 
planning as; "an interconnected series of statements, goals, objectives, plans, and 
strategies which pertain to optimum relationships between analysis and synthesis of all 
the factors involved which may have something to say about man’s intelligent 
forethought applied to the development of a community as a whole, in such a way that 
the community functions properly, is economical to arrange and built, and the physical 
elements ( in which all aspects of life- social, economic, and cultural) are beautiful to 
look at and live with" (Gibberd, 1953, p.9). From this definition it is possible to 
separate the things related to urban design as, the improvement of the physical entities
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of the urban environment, functionally, socially and economically. When this 
definition is thought in the design of interior shopping malls, urban design has the 
capability of shaping the urban public architecture with creative solutions, combining 
delight and use.
Interior Architecture, again, has to contribute to the urban space in the design of 
interior shopping malls. Interior architecture can be defined as; the sphere of 
environmental design that properly deals with the interior spaces of a work of 
architecture by means of color, texture, lighting, furniture, appliance selection, 
arrangement, and activity grouping to make the function of the space efficient, 
comfortable, psychologically appealing, perceptually and mentally stimulating for the 
specific user (1). Consequently, it is possible to say that, the role of interior 
architecture should be analyzed within the context of urban public realm.
Before the analysis of the design of interior shopping malls, it should be noted that all 
the evaluations will be done mainly in terms of the 'use value' of the edifice, that is, 
how it affects people in their day-to-day experience. In the analysis of interior 
shopping malls in Ankara, the evaluation will be done in terms of exterior, building 
mass and interior.
1.3. METHOD OF THE STUDY
The method used in this thesis is an eclectic assortment. Besides an extensive 
consultation of related books, journals, articles and reports, also direct experience, 
focused observation, analysis of di'awings, and analysis of specific examples directed 
the study.
The thesis is organized in six chapters forming three major parts (Fig. 3). The first part 
is in fact also an introduction, which aims to define specific concepts like; public space, 
public realm, urban public realm, public interior, and interior shopping mall, which are 
the keywords of the thesis. Second part, covering the second and thu’d chapters, aims 
to present past and present formations of interior shopping malls, to form a basis and to 
formulate criteria for evaluating the design of interior shopping malls within the context 
of urban public realm. Chapter 2 discusses some important precedents of the interior
shopping malls. It also underlines the critical circumstances that led to the changes in the 
interior shopping mall types. Chapter 3 considers the concepts and problems of interior 
shopping malls in terms of the urban context. Both chapters present plans and 
photographs of various interior shopping malls from different countries. The results of 
the analysis in the second and thkd chapters will be presented in the final section of pait 
two, which is the 'Elements of Design'. This section also covers the guidelines derived 
from the observed successes, failures, problems and experiences of the past and present 
formations, that also specify the elements of concern. The third part is the analysis of 
interior shopping malls in Ankara where the aim is to present the types of interior 
shopping malls and their development throughout the history. In this chapter three 
typological charts are presented showing spatial types, location types and, transverse 
and longitudinal sections. In the last analysis five main examples will be examined on 
the base of previously set criteria and elements of design. Furthermore, detailed 
information including visual data about the example interior shopping malls in Ankara 
are presented in the last section (Appendix A) of the thesis.
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2. AN ANALYSIS OF THE PUBLIC REALM AS A BASIS FOR 
INVESTIGATION OF INTERIOR SHOPPING MALLS
2.1. DEFINITIONS OF PUBLIC SPACE, PUBLIC REALM, AND URBAN 
PUBLIC REALM
Arendt (1958), defines the term 'public' in two closely inteiTelated phenomena. 
Firstly, as an assurance of the reality of the world and men. "Everything that appears 
in public can possibly be seen and heard by everybody and has the widest possible 
publicity. Our feeling of reality depends utterly upon appearance and therefore upon 
the existence of a public realm"(Arendt, 1958, p.50). Secondly, as 'a common world' 
which relates and separates man. "The public realm, as the common world, gathers us 
together and yet prevents our falling over each other. What makes mass society so 
difficult to bear is not the number of people involved, or at least not primaiily, but the 
fact that the world between them has lost its power to gather them together, to relate 
and separate them"(Arendt, 1958, p.51).
Public space is firmly characterized or distinguished by its availability for the 
immediate presence and sight of anybody -'openness', its gathering of people together 
in social activity and mediating different forms of their co-presence - 'common-use', 
and its gathering and expression of meanings - 'ideas, ideals, values' - commonly 
shared (Oniir, 1992).
The typification of a spatial form as public space varies not only from culture to 
culture but also over time within one culture. "There are public ovens shared in the 
villages of some societies; for most cultures, education is a public or group 
undertaking; and in the American cities, public toilets have migrated to the private 
sector, where they are found in department stores and gasoline stations but rarely 
elsewhere" (Brown, 1990, p. 22).It is possible to say that, the 'public space' finds its 
meaning according to the 'relevance' of its publicness for the person himself, in a 
given situation (Arendt, 1958).
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Many thinkers, critics and architects tried to define public space. Among all. Brown's 
statement(1990), that all buildings have their public aspects considering the facades, 
the entrances, and transition zones which constitute the 'in-between realm', has 
significant implications for prospective thought. In fact this is the base point of the 
researches in the proceeding chapters.
The twentieth century city became an agglomeration of houses , cars, atomic 
individuals and many isolated elements. 'Public realm ' is the lacking element which 
should be the linkage to make it a city (Korkmaz, 1989).On the other hand, the urban 
public realm is the place where collective activities occur and function as the ordering 
system of the city: it gathers the people and holds the elements of the city together. 
Thus what is experienced as the city is the urban public realm. According to Curran 
(1980), in his Architecture and the Urban Experience:
A major part of the urban experience is the experience of the public 
domain. In addition to providing for a variety of ways to get from 
one place to another, the public domain provides many spaces for a 
wide range additional functions and activities. Both planned and 
spontaneous, these uses, together with access, provide what can be 
described as the 'glue' that bonds people together as well as the 
individual parts that make up the city (Curran, 1980, p. 58).
Brown (1990), in her expanded version of a paper presented for a symposium,' The 
Public Realm: Architecture and Society', says:
I define the public realm as the public sector seen in physical terms.
We may view the public realm simple-mindedly as eveiything on 
the city transportation plan and eveiything that is blue and gi'een on 
the city land use map. Shict constructionists may complain that this 
includes churches and private schools in the public realm; yet in all 
cities there are private spaces that feel more 'public' than many 
public places...Nolli's famous map of 18th-century Rome gives an 
illuminating definition of the public realm and its relation to the 
private city (Brown, 1990, p.21).
The urban public realm should be defined by form, spatial continuum, and 
permanence. According to Brown (1990), all buildings have their public aspects 
considering the facades, the entrance, and transition zones. When the interior public
9
spaces are considered, spatial continuum and transitional elements gain importance 
within the created hierarchy of enclosed, semienclosed and open spaces ( Korkmaz, 
1989). This can be observed in Nolli's map which Brown mentions and which is 
famous among urban designers, giving an idealized vision of urban public realm - the 
interconnection of interior, exterior, private and public city spaces (Cf. Section 4.2.).
2.2. PUBLIC FACE OF ARCHITECTURE AND PUBLIC INTERIORS
Architecture is indivisibly shared by all in the presentation of itself 
to the public. A reconsideration of this fact has made eloquence of 
the architectural work a living issue (Oniir, 1992, p. 100).
Whenever buildings are considered in their aesthetic, economic, or moral dimensions, 
those dimensions must also be treated in public tenns: to see weather buildings could 
serve as public art, or as civic monuments, or as contributions to the social life of the 
city. Architecture, is completely a pubUc matter (Glazer and Lilia, 1985).
Though, it could be said that architecture today is mostly concerned with the private 
realm and lost its power and aim to form the public realm and to fulfill its public 
responsibilities. "It is most likely to be in terms of the constraints placed on builders 
and architects by the government: building codes, zoning restrictions, set-back 
requirements, landmarks preservation" (Glazer and Lilia, 1985, p.ix). Since urban 
architecture is a constituent part of the public sphere which concerns everyone, the 
duty of the architect, even when working for the private sphere, extends to the whole 
of the existing environment. He has a responsibility to the people. This requires a 
more conscious emphasis in the study of ai'chitecture as a humane discipline (Oniir, 
1992).
One of the most significant obstacles to effective public architecture may be the change 
that has taken place in the manner of public gathering. As Sitte states:
The significance of a public space in the middle of the city has 
become essentially different one today. Nowadays plazas seldom 
harbor great public festivities, and they see less and less daily
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use... How different in ancient times! In those days the main 
plazas were of primary importance to the life of every city because 
such a great deal of public life took place in them: today not an 
open plaza but closed halls would be used for such puiposes (Sitte,
1889, p. 71).
As Sitte wrote in 1889, many of the public functions that once required public spaces 
have now gone, not only indoors, but into private home, today. It is becoming 
difficult to attract great numbers to a major public function, since they can watch it 
more comfortably on television. And the automobile makes it an enormous challenge 
to bring them together in an ui'ban place (Glazer and Lilia, 1987).
Architecture should communicate more to the users of buildings. Since human 
language is the most familiar form of human communication, architects look to 
language to try to learn how to create an ai'chitecture that public understand and 
appreciate. Black (1960) defines public interiors as 'designed for a large number of 
amorphous people'. According to her, they require approval for their success and must 
continually be adjusted to meet their changing tastes and technical standards. Pile 
(1988), defines public interiors similar to Black. According to him public interiors are 
accessible to a large range of users and include highly visible, even spectacular spaces, 
where the designers aim should be to make these spaces serve their purpose as well as 
to create pleasant, exciting and memorable spaces.
Black (1960), has analyzed different kinds of such spaces under general topics of use 
activity (i.e., working, living, eating, looking, selling, services, and travel). Many 
types of spaces accommodating these activities are included in her book 'Public 
Interiors' such as offices, restaurants, showrooms and even mobile ones like boats 
and trains. However, they are not the same as the traditional piazza, or squares, open 
to all, built and maintained by the state and without commercial activity. They are 
places for public use on private property with a strict commercial intent. The society 
has turned to the private sector -retailers, developers, coiporations for the creation of 
the new public spaces. In fact, for the developer, the contribution to the public realm 
and the urbanity is not important. Consequently, the public interiors are analyzed to 
show how their design and development influence the urban public realm.
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This situation creates an astonishing absence of clear reflection among ai'chitects and 
critics about just what the interior public space is, and how architectural objects are 
meant to fill it. The vocabulary of the public space and the character of the public life 
are main questions of public architecture. On the other hand, the concepts of a 
beautiful life only through architecture is also debatable. Architecture may be defined 
as only one of the tools in creating man made environments and a public life. 
According to Brown (1990), the world can not be saved only by good architectural 
design. But she also mentions that, the discussion of the gap between architecture and 
public realm could be one step on the way toward reuniting architectural and social 
thought.
The dissolution of the urban public realm and fragmentation of the cities are today at 
the center of current debates in architecture. The intention of urban designers should be 
to redefine the architectural tools to rebuilt or to contribute to the urban public realm 
and also, to reinforce the relationships between public interiors and the public city. It is 
possible to say that even a single building can be the subject of urban architecture with 
its existence in the urban public realm. As an interior public space is a function of its 
environment, it can not exist without a city that nurtures it. Therefore, public interiors 
may not only be examined in isolation but also within the context of the urban public 
realm.
On the other hand, 'interior public delights’ is another concept to be questioned in the 
architecture of the public interiors. This question gains importance especially when 
these spaces are analyzed in relation with the past achievements in public architecture. 
Since the main concern is the public interior and the urban public realm, the design 
generator of its architecture should include the urban context and the public realm, and 
the aim should be to formulate the interior so as to serve this context as well as creating 
confortable and pleasant environments.
2.3. INTERIOR SHOPPING MALL AS A COMPONENT OF PUBLIC REALM
A twentieth-century city center categorized as public space is mostly in the form of 
wide streets given over to motorized traffic. Most of the interior space at street level is
private or semipublic. The conflict between the vehicular and pedestrian traffic is one
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of the main problems of the urban phenomena. Some utopie proposals have been 
developed to sepai'ate the vehicular traffic for the protection of the pedestiian and also, 
to a large extent, to speed up the traffic. 'Pedestrianisation' is defined as the 
creation of traffic- free zones for the pedestrian circulation, use and enjoyment. This 
movement can also be thought as the development point of the interior pedestrian 
spaces such as; arcades, gallerias, urban shopping centers, depaitment stores, festival 
marketplaces, multiuse centers, atrium hotels, office buildings, government buildings, 
museums and institutional buildings, and winter gai'dens (Bednai·, 1989) (Fig.4). The 
creation of interior pedesûian spaces in the city centers brought many pedestiians back 
to the downtown for shopping , cultural activity and entertainment, paiticularly in 
Europe and the United States.
Funhermore, 'intériorisation' is another rationale of interior pedestrian spaces. One 
of mankind's long-standing ai'chitectural ambitions has been to create stnictures for 
public gathering and use, which include the positive aspects of the natural 
environments but eliminate tlie negative aspects. Daylighting and views ai’e the positive 
aspects. Changes in afr temperature , wind, dust and precipitation in all fonns ai'e the 
negative aspects. Once these were confroUed, a man made climate could be substituted 
that provides the constant characteristics of air quality amenable to mankind's 
activities.
Figure 4. Examples of Interior Pedestrian Places 
(Logan, 1973, p. 99)
The creation of vast public buildings with confrolled interior climates was ffrst made 
possible in tlie nineteenth century with the invention of the steel snuctures combined 
with glazing technology. Among such examples, one can mention King's Cross 
Station in London ( Fig.5) designed by Lewis Cubitt in 1851.
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Figure 5 . King’s Cross Station, London 
(Bednar, 1989, p.24)
The greatest example was Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace in London (1851), an 
international exhibition hall of unprecedented scale (Fig.6). Furthermore, markets, 
such as Les Halles Centrales in Paris (1853-58) (Fig. 7) designed by Victor Baltard 
and exhibition halls like the Gallerie des Machines (1889) in Paiis, designed by Dutert 
and Contamin (Fig. 8) provided large areas protected from the rain and wind.
Figure 6. Crystal Palace, London 
(Pevsner, 1976, p. 245)
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Figure 7 . Les Halles Centrales, Paris
(Pevsner, 1976, p. 235)
Figure 8 . Galerie des Machines, Paris 
(Pevsner, 1976, p. 249).
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An interior pedestrian place can be completely or partially enclosed to seperate it from 
the external environment. Most are completely weather proof. Others are partially 
covered with a roof leaving the sides open. Many of the early shopping arcades were 
actually covered streets, either without doors or with folding gates.
Weather protection is one of the primary motivations behind the contemporary trend to 
create interior places. Comfort and convenience are important pedestrian objectives, 
and those places that offer people tliese amenities have an advantage over those that do 
not. Comfort is the result of a constant air temperature, a lack of wind, and protection 
from precipitation.There are, however other considerations: Safety from falling or 
slipping due to ice and snow or rain is an important factor particulai'ly for children, the 
elderly or the handicaped. There is also a psychological advantage of being in a 
protected environment.
The most outstanding interior pedestrian spaces in city centers today are the interior 
shopping malls. By definition, interior shopping malls include ai'cades, gallerias and 
shopping centers. Today, a large extent of public interiors are devoted to retail 
commercial use. Interior places lend themselves usually to shopping, since they 
provide sheltered environments for purchasing goods, foods, and services. The 
interior place also functions as an integrator of shops, it gives them a visible location to 
present themselves to the public.
The market place is as old as the city itself, forming an essential core where people 
meet for the exchange of goods. It is here that much of urban life- the social contacts, 
exchange of ideas and news, conversations, seeing others and gossiping - has 
traditionally taken place. Among the types of interior shopping malls, the shopping 
center, a totally modern building type, draws on this tradition, differing primarily and 
substantially in being completely owned, planned, and controlled by private 
enti'epreneurs, and catering primarily to the use of private car. It has proved to be not 
only an important part of everyday life, but plays a major social role in todays 
communities as well (Scott, 1989). According to Erzen (1989);
The shopping center attracts urban life into and around it with its
recreational facilities, exhibits the physical aspects of life, its
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current and transient activities while creating visual images of the 
fast beat of contemporary life in its interior. The entire complex is 
presented to us as a portion of modem world with the contrasts and 
tension conveyed by the axial system, with the use of materials, 
with the luminosity of surfaces, conductive to a spirit of 
contemporaneity and activity (Erzen, 1989, p.60)).
The development and spread of shopping centers in the United States and Europe in 
the last decade has been quite astonishing. This development can also be observed in 
our big cities. These enclosed pedestrian environments offer protection from the 
weather. Since the enclosure is done usually using transparent materials, direct and 
mutual perception of outside and inside is easily possible. The controlled climate 
allows pedestrians to utilize interior places and their amenities freely throughout the 
day and between seasons. In some cases the continuity of exterior to interior space 
provides free, fluid movement and perceptual simultaneity which are stimulating 
experiences for the twentieth-century pedestrian (Bednar, 1989).
The public interior and consequently the interior shopping mall is a public space, a city 
space rather than a narrowly defined building form. Disdained by traditional architects 
and long ignored by architectural historians because of its single minded commercial 
intent, the interior shopping mall has to be analyzed as a formidable factor in urban 
planning, influencing the life, health, and vitality of the modern city.
j
The predominantly commercial use of interior places follows the historical precedent
set by the arcades and gallerias consuiicted at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
/'
and even by the earlier formations. Changing patterns of interior shopping malls 
throughout the history is analized in the preceding chapter under three categories; pre- 
1800,19 century and present trends.
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3 . CHANGES IN THE PUBLIC REALM AND DIFFERENT KINDS 
OF INTERIOR SHOPPING MALLS THROUGHOUT THE HISTORY
3.1. INTERIOR SHOPPING MALLS, PRE -1800
Cun'ent shopping patterns have been the result of a long growth. From the time of the 
first exchange of goods between producing areas, the process of distribution and 
marketing has developed. It took many new forms with each development in the 
society. The roots of interior shopping malls can be ti'aced back to the eailiest accounts 
of the city, where people met for buying and selling of essential goods. Gosling and 
Maidand (1976) state that;
FoiTning a core of trade in the center of the city and connected to it 
by a circulation system uniting it with other civic districts, the 
tradition of the downtown marketplace remained basically 
unchanged until the twentieth century. Yet even before 1800 the 
mai'keting processes, though increasingly alien to modern eyes, 
give some interesting insights into the patterns of today 
(Gosling and Maitland, 1976, p. 4).
Until the changes of the Industrial Revolution, stores were integral part of domestic 
ai'chitecture, usually situated on the ground floor of residential buildings, sharing then· 
char’acter and scale. For centuries, the manufacture and sale of goods had taken place 
at home. Craftsmen, such as tailors, cobblers, and metalworkers made and sold their 
products where they lived, often with workshops opening onto the streets. Products 
made by craftsmen were generally unique and custom-made or commissioned for a 
specific purpose or patron (Fitch and Knobel,1990).
The two classic forms of the market, the open plaza or covered bazaar, and the booth
or shop-lined street, had possibly found their urban form by 2000 BC (Gosling and
Maitland, 1976). By the Roman period the retail function has been identified and
articulated as an element of the urban structure. "The Romans established their new
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towns with an almost machine-like precision, with the result that they display an 
uncanny resemblance of modern shopping centers, with their orderly disposition of 
elements of varying 'draw' along simply arranged routes " (Gosling and Maitland, 
1976, p. 6). The porticus of the Roman city were extended to connect houses, 
temples, and shops in a system of covered passages, where small specialty shops were 
grouped in specially built market buildings. Each shop opened onto the street, with 
sales counter in front and space behind for storage (Bednar, 1989).
The prototype of the Roman's porticus is the Greek stoa (Rudofsky, 1969). The 
agora, center of a broad base of urban activity in the classical Greek city, was a 
communal center. It was basically an informal, irregularly shaped open space or public 
plaza surrounded by public buildings with continuous colonnaded porticoes at the base 
facing onto the street, behind which were aligned permanently built shops. Typically 
located in the middle of the town, with the major arterial streets leading into it, the 
agora was arranged to allow freedom of movement of people and traffic in the central 
open space. With trade confined to the periphery streets generally terminated in the 
agora rather than crossed it for a safe, convenient pedestrian as well as vehicular 
circulation (Saxon, 1986, p. 14).
In the medieval and Renaissance eras, systems of street arcades were extended 
throughout many Italian cities, thus enabling the inhabitants to cross under covered 
paths to all districts. The most developed system is located in Bologna, Italy; it reaches 
twenty miles throughout the city, surrounds the great university, and leads up to the 
mountain sanctuary of the Madonna di San Luca (Fig. 9) (Bednar, 1989).
In all cases, these sheltered places were considered as supplements to the streets and 
squares that formed the matrix of the city and afforded protection from the weather, 
safety from wheeled traffic, opportunities for strolling, and locations for social 
interactions.
In the Islamic city, public realm and consequently urban structure was different from 
the European medieaval town. The center of collective life was a building complex 
consisting of a mosque, madrasa (school), bazaar (for retail trade), bedesten, han, bath
and other smaller institutions. Among them, han, bedesten, arasta and the covered
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Figure 9. Street Crossing Bologna's Twin Towers 
(Rudofsky, p.79)
bazaar deserves detailed consideration as for being four important types of interior 
shopping malls in the early accounts of Islamic and Turkish cities. On the other hand, 
in Turkish cities, until the time when the effects of the industrial revolution began to be 
felt, the commercial buildings were of three kinds; dükkan, han, bedesten. Among 
these dükkans, simple in construction and built with a variety of materials, were the 
greatest in number, They could be arranged on both sides of a street or in a section of a 
covered bazaar·, in an arasta, a han or a bedesten. The covered bazaar’s and arastas 
deser've special consideration as they form a special bazaar unit with certain 
ar’chitectural features. The commercial bans providing space for shops serving the 
daily needs of citizens, manufacturing houses, stores and business premises are 
interesting both from the point of view of their place in the commercial life of the city, 
and their architectural characteristics (2) (Cezar, 1983). In fact, han was the point 
from which the caravan departs and returns, resting place, exchange center, and 
warehouse. Generally it had the fom  of a large courtyai’d with a multileveled circle of 
niches, stalls, and rooms. On the other hand, the bazaar developed in the city ai'ound 
tlie han and it was the center of retail ü'ade in the city.
According to Geist (1983), it is possible to distinguish five bazaar types;
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-Bazaars in the form of trade streets lined on both sides with 
booths. Protection from the sun is guaranteed by temporary 
wooden structures covered with straw mats.
-Bazaars in the form of a covered archway. Small openings cut into 
the side of the archway provide illumination.
-Bazaars in the form of segmental shops radiating out of the 
central han. The simple manifestation consists of two intersecting 
streets.
-Bazaars in the form of domed colonnades which spread out as 
conglomerates of smaller units. This type resembles a market hall.
-Bazaars that occupy an entire district of the town. The area is 
sectioned into open and covered bazaar streets. These streets form 
blocks of shops which stand back to back. This type developed 
gradually by expanding around an older center which became too 
small to service the community (p. 6).
An important feature of the bazaars is the subdivision according to merchandise and 
artisan groups, such as; clothiers, jewelers etc. Each shop has business room above 
street level. In front of the this room is a walled estrade where the merchandise is 
displayed and bai'gaining takes place. The shops may have additional back rooms 
including work-shop and storage area. The bazaars are locked and patrolled at night.
The bazaars in Isfahan are among the best examples (Fig. 10). They are perfectly 
integrated with the city. As Chardin wrote in 1811; " ...one can walk through all of 
Isfahan in any weather and remain diy under the covered ways" ( Chardin in Geist, 
1983, p. 8).The bazaars of Istanbul date from the period of Turkish conquest. Among 
all, the Grand Bazaar (Figs. 11, 12) is worth mentioning as it formed the shopping 
center and meeting place for the whole of Istanbul and as it was in perfect harmony 
with the three thousand year old city, the capital of three grand empires (Gülersoy, 
1990).
On the other hand, series of shops lining each side of a street were called arasta. The 
arasta shops were built either from wood, stone or brick. The ones which were 
constructed of stone usually had vaulted roofs. Some arasta shops were also covered 
with domes and streets were covered with barrel vaults. In arastas consisting of shops 
built with wooden materials, the streets were often without covering.
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Figure 10. Tailors' Bazaar at Isfahan 
(Rudofsky, 1969, p. 90).
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Figure 11. Interior View of the Grand Bazaar, Istanbul 
(Giilersoy, 1990, p. 80)
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Figure 12 . Interior View of the Grand Bazaar, Istanbul 
(20. th century)
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Mısır Çaı-şısı in İstanbul is an arasta type of building which deseiwes consideration as 
for being one of the important commercial buildings of this period. The L shaped plan 
and interior view of Mısır Çarşısı can be seen from the Figures 13 and 14..
Figure 13 . Mısır Çarşısı, Plan, Istanbul 
(Cezai·, 1983, p. 45)
Figure 14. Interior View of the Mısır Çarşısı, Istanbul
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that the hans built for drapers formed the earliest types of special bedesteus. Cezar 
(1983), distinguishes six types of bedestens',
-Bedestens with cells 
-Bedestens with shops outside 
-Arasta bedestens 
-Bedestens with arastas
-Floor bedestens (Bedestens occupying a floor in another building)
-Plain and single space bedestens (Cezar, 1983, p. 64).
Among them, Mahmut Paşa Bedesteni in Ankara (Fig. 15) and Galata Bedesteni in 
Istanbul (Fig. 16) are two important examples.
Figure 15 . Mahmut Paşa Bedesteni,Ankara 
(Cezar, 1983)
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Figure 16 . Galata Bedesteni, İstanbul 
(Cezar, 1983,74)
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3.2. INTERIOR SHOPPING MALLS IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
Le Corbusier marked 1790 as the start of modern architecture, with the demonstration 
in France that a decisive point had been reached in the transformation of rural 
agricultural economy into an urban one, based on manufacture and trade. It is possible 
to say that, that year, symbolically at least, marks also the beginning of modem 
retailing (Gosling and Maitland, 1976).
The movement of population from the land to the manufacturing centers and the 
application of technology to the problem of serving mass markets were the primary 
requirements for the development of modern retailing. The most apparent 
demonstration of the application of technology to building in the 19th century was the 
Crystal Palace at the Great Exhibition in London in 1851. Its appropriate use in the 
intensive forms of retailing buildings on expensive urban sites was soon proved (See 
Fig. 8).
The invention and development of the covered commercial arcade in France and 
England at the beginning of the nineteenth century was the result of a specific set of 
economic and social conditions. Industry had developed the ability to produce a large 
variety of luxury goods, thus necessitating new methods and means of marketing and 
sales. The covered arcade, through its grouping of stores with ample window-display 
space, created a competitive atmosphere for continuous, undisturbed shopping. This 
paved pedestrian place was protected both from climate and inhospitable street with its 
traffic, noise, and dirt. But the arcade was also a social space, a promenade, and a 
place of public meeting (Bednar. 1989). Benjamin (1935), in h is ' Paris-Capital of the 
Nineteenth Century’ says that:
These arcades, a new contrivance of industrial luxury, are glass 
covered, marble floored passages through entire blocks of houses, 
whose proprietors have joined forces in the venture. On both sides 
of these passages, which obtain their light from the above, there 
are arrayed the most elegant shops, so that such an arcade is a city, 
indeed a world, in miniature (Benjamin, 1935, p.36).
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According to Fitch and Knobel (1990), in visual terms, the first arcades were of 
architectural interest; as public spaces they were often well designed linking streets, 
acting as thoroughfares, and providing an early model for today's urban shopping 
centers.
London's Burlington Arcade, built in 1818-19 and designed by Samuel Ware, 
represents a more prestigious form, whereas most arcades, many of which existed in 
provincial towns in Britain even as late as the 1950s, mainly sold cheap utilitarian 
goods. However it was the aspirational Burlington Arcade (Fig. 17) and others such 
as Paris' Galerie d'Orleans (Fig. 18) which defined the eai'ly foim. Towards the end 
of nineteenth century and after, larger and grander arcades flourished, such as the 
Galleria Umberto I in Naples( Fig. 19) and the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II in Milan 
(Fig. 20), inspiring many others all over the world Today, the influence of the arcade 
in retail design can be seen in many 'atrium' shopping centers, based on Milan's 
Galleria. .
Figure 17 . Burlington Arcade, London 
(Bednar, 1989)
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Figure 18 , Galerie d'Orléans, Paris 
(Geist, 1983)
In 1950’s, another important development to be mentioned is William Moseley’s 
Crystal Way in London (Fig 19). Moseley, an enterprising ai'chitect entered the field 
of urban development and transportation planning with the ambitious and impressive 
scheme for tlie linkage of the St. Paul’s ai'ea in the city to Regent Ckcus, more or less 
‘uptown’. This ‘Superway’ or ‘Crystal Way’ was a continuous, enclosed, glass 
roofed pedestrian arcade flanked by shops, hotels, cafes and other commercial 
facilities at the upper level. Rapid transit lines were below street level, but directly 
connected to building basements, as well as to public passageways (Design Quarterly, 
1985, p. 35-36). With its huge figures, it is no wonder that the Crystal Way remained 
a project. It failed, like so many other improvements proposed throughout the century, 
because of the inertia of countless large and small property owners, bussinessmen and 
merchants.
Towards the end of nineteenth century and after, larger and grander arcades 
flourished, such as the Galleria Umberto I in Naples( Fig. 20) and the Galleria Vittorio 
Emanuele II in Milan (Fig. 21), inspiring many others aU over the world. With the
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Figure 19 . The Crystal Way’, London 
(Geist, 1983, p. 342)
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Galleria Vittorio Emanuelle, the arcade building type enters the gallery of great 
reepresentative buildings of the nineteenth century. Today, the influence of the arcade 
in retail design can be seen even in many 'atrium' shopping centers, based on Milan's 
Galleria.
On the other hand, until the nineteenth century, there were no fundamental changes in 
the urban context in Ottoman cities. While the western cities were thoroughly 
U'ansformed under the effects of industrial revolution, the Ottoman cities kept their 
ti'aditional Islamic / preindustrial character (Aktiire, 1971). The bedesten and the 
mosque constituted die center of the Ottoman city and the religious activities continued 
to have primaiy importance in the formation of the ui'ban public realm.
Again with the use of iron and glass roof stmctures, in the late Ottoman Architecture, 
Ottoman institutions started to reorganise according to western models. Building styles 
along with contemporary techniques and materials started to be imported from the 
west. Consequently, glass covered shopping alleys of Europe began to be seen in 
Istanbul. These new type of lai'ge scale buildings highly affected the traditional living 
patterns of Ottoman Society.
Figure 20 . Galleria Umberto I, Naples 
(Geist, 1983)
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Figure 2 1 . Interior View of Galleria Vittorio Emanuelle II, Milan. 
(Rudofsky, 1969, p. 110)
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For the local citizens who were already familiar with the vaulted 
streets of the Grand Bazaar, these new glass covered shopping 
alleys were simply better lit and refreshing variations of the 
traditional 'arasta', with fashionably eclectic facades, reflecting the 
admirable building tastes of wealthy Europeans. (Yavuz, 1981, 
p.302)
Three examples from the buildings of this period , in Istanbul can be stated as; "Abud
Efendi Ham" (Fig. 22), "Hocopoulo Ham" (Fig.23) and " Hamdibey Geçidi" (Fig.
24).
Figure 22 . Abud Efendi Ham, Istanbul 
(Enginsoy, 1990, p. 132)
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Figüre 23 . Hocopoulo Hanı, İstanbul 
(Enginsoy, 1990, p.l24)
Figüre 24 . Hamdibey Geçidi, İstanbul. 
(Enginsoy, 1990, p.l27)
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3 .3  PRESENT TRENDS
In the middle of the twentieth century a set of economic and social conditions in the 
United States led to the development of suburban shopping centers. After World War 
II, the suburbs suiTounding large cities rapidly grew in population in conjunction with 
the extended use of private automobile. In 1956, Victor Gmen designed and built the 
Southdale Mall in Minneapolis, tlie fh'st enclosed shopping mall. The initial built form 
of the suburban commercial center was a group of stores ai'ound an open-air pedestrian 
mall suiTounded by vast pai'king lots. In its subsequent fonn, the mall was covered by 
roof with skylights; and the grouping of was compacted horizontally but was 
expanded vertically to two or three stories. The advantages to the shopper were 
obvious -less walking in a weather free environment. The advantages to the retailer 
were a captive commercial audience and the ability to control the undesirable influences 
outside.
Victor Gruen also created the prototype for the urban shopping center between 1956 
and 1962 in his design for the Midtown Plaza in Rochester, NewYork. However, this 
prototype was not adopted as readily as the suburban shopping centers.
The development of the shopping center can be observed clearly from the sketches of 
Kali Van Leuven of Gmen Associates (Fig. 25)
Figure 25. Evolution of the Shopping Mall 
(Logan, 1973), p.95)
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The fist step began when the merchants of roadside commercial strip added a parking 
lot behind the buildings. With the big departmental stores expanding into the suburbs 
following population shifts, the commercial strip became double loaded with the 
department stores at each end and pai'king all around. In the next major step, the mall 
was double decked to expand its capacity while limiting its length. Another major step 
was the enclosing and air-conditioning of the mall for year round comfort. The final 
evolutionary step , until recent years , was the inclusion of a third department store, 
sometimes changing the mall into a "T" or "L" or a triangle (Logan,1973). 
Comparative shopping center plans at the same scale can be observed from Figure 26.
Figure 26. Comperative Shopping Plans at the Same Scale 
(Logan, 1973)
Also similai’ developments were occurring in Europe. Some suburban centers 
approach the United States model in layout, size and parking provisions. Thus, the 
nineteenth-century urban arcade was transformed in its twentieth-century counterpart
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with similar economic and social advantages. Small stores were arranged in rows 
between large department stores, creating a layout that induced shopping and sales 
within a conductive environment. Moreover, the new shopping centers supplanted the 
historic role of the central business district and became the public social centers for the 
new suburbs - places for exhibitions, performances, and gatherings (Bednar, 1989, 
p .ll) .
A period of extensive invention and development resulted in many suburban and 
downtown interior shopping malls, which change the contemporary pedestrians' use 
and experience of the city. In the twentieth century Turkey, changes in the public realm 
also resulted in the development of new shopping centers mostly in large cities. Also 
the interior shopping spaces like the traditional shopping centers of the eai'ly Ottoman 
period are still in use, while the majority of the interior shopping mall types is the 
pasajs.
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4. PROBLEMS AND CONCEPTS OF INTERIOR SHOPPING MALL 
DESIGN WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF URBAN PUBLIC REALM
As mentioned in the previous chapters, interior shopping mall design is related to 
several subjects (Cf. Section 1.2.). Among these subjects, the problem concerned in 
this thesis is not to find ways to improve retail act but, to create an interior public, an 
interior urban space. The question is how to achieve an integration with the existing 
urban context and how to contribute to the ui'ban public space.
As an alternative to plazas, indoor spaces have many variants; atriums, galleries, 
courtyards, through-block arcades, indoor parks, covered pedestrian areas of one 
shape or another. The success of these spaces is open to discussion, though some of 
them have been considered very successful when evaluated with the same criteria as 
outdoor spaces. In fact public spaces that are inside differ from public spaces that are 
outside. According to Glazer and Lilia interior spaces are not as public. "Mostly in 
megastructures, the look of a building, its entrances, the guards do have a filtering 
effect and the cross section of the public that uses the space within is somewhat 
skewed with more higher-income people, fewer lower-income people, and presumely, 
fewer undesirables" (Glazer and Lilia, 1987, p.305). For Example, the 'galleria', 
'atrium spaces', and the 'arcade' used for the covered pedeshian areas by New York 
designers since the seventies employ the vocabulaiy of office buildings ratlier than of 
public places. According to Sanders (1985) these buildings are not 'welcoming' to 
everyone and many people could not realise that they are open to public. He defined 
this situation as 'publicness' of a space. This practice appears consistent with the 
reduction of obligation paid by individual buildings to the public street, and the 
mirrored shear facades not permitting pedestrian amenities.
Most of the interior shopping spaces recently created in the United States, Europe and 
also in Turkey have been financed, constructed, owned and managed privately. This 
is a significant departure from previous eras when mostly the public sector was
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responsible for creating parks, squares and boulevards. Among the significant 
concerns with the trend toward the 'privatisation' of public interiors, most apparent 
one is the overcommercialisation. Selling retail goods, and extracting high rental rates 
from tenants are the main motives (Bednar, 1989). On the other hand, shopping center 
owners have had to fight a series of challenges that focus specifically on the public/ 
private, or inside/ outside character of their properties. "Laws of private property 
rights give owners considerable control over both the access to and the use of interior 
places, as long as they conform to zoning and building codes" (Bednar, 1989, p.27). 
These controls and their effects on public use are significant mostly in the United 
States. Tlie problem is that these controls are not being used for the sake of the urban 
space but for private benefits.
Until the nineteenth century, when the government took a smaller role in society, many 
'public' places started to be built by private entrepreneurs and bussinessmen. 
According to Sanders (1985), the earlier examples of this period looked and felt 
public. He asks whether there is a way to rediscover the attributes of their design and 
use that made them perceived as that way, so that their special character, their 
'publicness', re-emerge in today's efforts.
The 19th century arcades, we know now, exhibited through their 
architecture an effective and widely understood language of 
gestures that gave them an unambiguosly public character...Today, 
the English language must be used because the architectural 
language has failed. The entrace to Milan's Galleria, it should be 
noted, needs no sign proclaiming ' Open to Public from 7am to 
10pm'(Sanders, 1985, p. 91).
In Turkey, the conditions are different. The megastructures -newly emerged shopping 
malls- though serving higher-income mostly, became the focal points of the 
commercial city life as these are the only places to offer different forms of social 
interactions besides the retail activity. On the other hand, architectural language posses 
secondary importance in all types of interior shopping malls in Turkey.
Sanders defines the interior public spaces as;
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Not withstanding their lack of civic grandeur, these spaces are 
solving many of the stubborn, pragmatic problems of security, 
climate control, and maintanenece that have previously driven a 
vedge between economic and real-estate practicality and urban 
graciousness. This crop of spaces may be on the edge of a new 
generation that will reinforce the strides made in turning our 
conception of public space inside-out: creating civic places at the 
inside of buildings (Sanders, 1985, p.95).
In fact, some buildings with indoor spaces are considered to be quite hospitable when 
they are designed to be so, even rather larger ones. Most of the historical examples and 
some of the present designs,for example, the Crystal Court of the IDS Center should 
be mentioned here among the best examples of such spaces (Glazer and Lilia, 1987).
Among the criteria which defines the success of an interior public space, access is an 
important factor of use value. Transition spaces and entrances are important figures to 
achieve continuity in the exterior and interior environments. Doors that ai’e necessary 
for climate control provide the means for access control. Furthermore, lockable 
entrances also enable the controlling authority to limit hours of opening. In New York 
City, public spaces created through zoning bonuses remain open from 8 am. to 10 pm. 
, seven days a week. Privately controlled places usually are open 8 to 10 hours a day 
and often are closed on weekends. In Turkey, mostly pasajs are open from 8 am. to 8 
pm. and closed on Sundays while the shopping centers remain open from 8 am. to 10 
pm., and are also open on weekends.
Another important criterion for 'publicness' is the integration of interior shopping 
malls with the urban context and the linkages of a public space with other public 
spaces either interior or exterior. When interior places are truely connecting, they 
attract a wide variety people. They then retain a greater sence of ’publicness’ since a 
public space must be equally available to everyone. Having an interior place utilised 
by a wide variety of people is an important indicator of its social success. Therefore, 
building in between the existing urban context, exterior and interior ckculations, 
exterior and interior organisations have to be analised.
A final concern is the 'aesthetics' and 'delight' in public architecture. Glazer and
Lilia (1987) denotes that "the public face of architecture today is often painted and
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gaiish, tucked and crimped, and painfully lacking in the classical architectural elements 
of 'firmness', 'commodity', and 'delight'" (Glazer and Lilia, 1987, p. ix). Today, 
even the revitalized urban commercial centers often depend for their success on the 
restoration of older buildings and plazas in Europe. To understand fully the nature of 
this public problem, it is important to be aware of the difficult conditions under which 
architecture and spaces are being shaped today. These include the enormous scale of 
modern building, which trivalizes tlie details that characterized past great architecture; 
individualistic approaches of the architects; insufficient planning and conti'ol in urban 
design; the disappearance of common connections of building and design; the decline 
of craftsmanship (along with rise of cost); the aim of extracting more rentals from the 
tenants; the multiplicity of new materials challenging architects and designers, and 
tempting them often into disasterous experiments; and finally, the enonnous impact of 
automobile (3).
After, this brief introduction, these concepts will be analised under three categories; 
continuity of the interior and exterior public spaces, identity of the interior shopping 
mall, integration of interior shopping mall with the urban environment, both in terms 
of physical and visual characteristics.
4.1  CONTINUITY OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PUBLIC SPACES
Giovanni- Battista NoIIi's ground map of Rome (Fig. 27)which he drew in 1748, 
displays an interesting vision of the city. Michael Graves while lecturing on the Nolli 
Plan in Roma Interrotta in 1978, stated tliat he found it interesting because:
It records that sense of figure and void not only in the public 
domain, but also the semi-public conditions of the major pieces of 
architecture in the city. He was interested, it seems, in describing 
not only the plan-surface relationships of street and squai'e but also 
the ambiguities held in the ground plane by virtue of one's passage 
from the public external enclosure gesture of public rooms within 
the buildings (Broadbent, 1990, p. 267).
Nolli, in other words, represented exterior and interior public places together by
showing the inside spaces of lai’ger public buildings in exactly the same way as he
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showed the public streets and squares (Broadbent, 1990). The housing and 
commercial buildings of the city have been rendered as urban 'poche', while the 
religious, civic, and state structures have been described in a level of detail which 
encourages the understanding of 'the city as a spatial sequence of successive rooms'.
Figure 27 . Portion of Nolli's map of Rome (1748)
(Bednar, 1989, p. 12).
Nolli's revolutionary image of Rome's spatial structure has continued to intrigue urban 
designers because it represents an idealised vision of the pedestrian's experience of the 
city as a connected series of exterior and interior spaces. Similar to Nolli's eighteenth 
century map of Rome, today public interiors like shopping malls should be thought 
as components of city spaces.
According to Arnheim (1966); "The outside and inside are separate realms linked by 
man's mobility "(Arnheim in Onur, 1992, p. 110). Today, the vast majority of public 
space is in the form of wide streets given to the motorised traffic. On the other hand, 
spatial continuity is an important aspect of urban public realm. At this point, the 
transitional elements between the interior and exterior become important where 
arcades, coUonades, balconies create a hierarchy of spaces -enclosed, semiclosed and
open- and serve to provide continuity in movement. Also articulated transitions in the
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form of porticoes, foyers, entries, and narthexes help to distinguish both realms 
(Fig.28). As a result, without continuity in movement between interior and exterior 
realms, the urban public realm can not be structured and can not be conceived by 
people.
In the quality and character of indoor and outdoor relations, the relation between the 
floor levels, wall openings, and topography are the most important features. (Eckbo in 
Oniir, 1992). Furthermore, physical and visual access, interior and exterior 
organisations, amenities and treatment of surfaces can be included in Eckbo's list of 
important featui'es in interior and exterior continuity.
On the other hand, the critical disruption in the contemporaiy experience of spatial 
continuum between exterior and interior occurs particularly in the entrance. The 
problem of climate seperation is significant in the design of most public interiors and 
must receive creative attention to improve the pedestrian experience of continuity. 
Usually revolving doors are used for the building entrances, which requires a 
considerable amount of energy to open. There are swinging doors at the sides, which 
are for emergency use. Sometimes there are also a second set of doors a small distance 
ahead of the first. At the IBM Plaza Garden, there is a well thought solution to the 
climate seperation problem. "Exhaust air from the office tower's air-conditioning 
system is channeled through the garden, enabling the 10- meter-high glass sliding 
doors to remain open much of the time. Indoors and outdoors are thus directly linked 
without an intervening barrier" (Bednar, 1989, p.l5). Also, air doors are inviting 
enti'ances, but the question of energy consumption prevents the usage. The problem of 
climate seperation is significant in the design of most interior shopping malls and must 
receive creative attention to improve the pedestrian's experience of continuity.
Another problem is the lack of connection to the surrounding context of the public 
interiors. Streets and squares work well as social spaces because they both connect to 
other pedestrian places and serve as locations for given purposes. Thus they are places 
for people to pass through as well as places to go. James Sanders observes that it is 
this combination of conscious and casual use of the street that makes for its complex 
web of interactions and possibilities. With no casual use, is it any wonder that a mall.
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Figure 28. Lateral branch ^ Galleria Vittorio Emanuelle II, Milan 
(Rudofsky, 1969, p. 103)
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despite its fountains, trees and cafes might somehow feel 'artificial'. Therefore, to be 
socially succesful in terms of providing opportunities for encounters, public interiors 
must be dkectly linked to both the surrounding exterior and interior places.
Pedestrian places are traditionally external; therefore, interior places must strongly 
relate them in both physical and perceptual access in order to induce use. Thus there is 
a need for large areas of transparency in the roof and /or the walls to admit daylight 
and to create visual access (Bednar, 1986, p. 25).The technology of roof glazing has 
made possible the creation of places that are experientially interior but perceptually 
exterior. Glass enclosed public spaces provide a new range of spatial experience 
unavailable to previous generation of urban pedestrians as can be obseiwed from the 
IBM PLaza Garden (Fig. 29) in New York.
Amheim (1966), mentiones the visual aspects of the interior and exterior spaces as;
Indoors we became united with the interior; outside we are 
spectators. Indoors all we can see is the interior, so that it can only 
be grasped with what we have seen before or will see after. On the 
outside, however, a building is also inevitably compared with the 
surrounding space and other built forms. The visual aspects not 
visible at the time can be included in our view of an object; thus, a 
building can be seen on the outside as having an interior, and the 
inside can be seen as having its front on the outside. While looking 
inside from the outside is incompatible with being a spectator on 
the outside, looking from the inside to the outside we see not the 
exterior, but the setting around the building (Arnheim in Oniir,
1992, p.llO).
Briefly, a good internal space should not be blocked off by bland walls. It should be 
visible from the street; the street and its surroundings should be highly visible from it, 
and between the two, physically and psychologically, the connections should be easy 
and inviting. The Crystal Court of the IDS Building (Fig.30) is a splendid example. It 
is transparent. It is possible to see and feel that you are in the center of Minneapolis. 
The street, the neighboring buildings , and the flow of people through the doorways 
and walkways are easily observable. It is an easy place to get in and get out of.
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Figure 29 . IBM Plaza Gaiden, New York 
(Bednar, 1989)
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Figure 30 . Nicolett mall enti'ance, IDS Center, Minneapolis '
(Bednar, 1989)
Similar to daylight, interior landscaping also helps to contribute to the continuity of the 
natural environment inside. Examples from the United States and Europe show that a 
good interior landscape can improve the atmosphere within the buildings and make 
better use of interior space (Figs. 31, 32).
Figure 3 1 . Atrium view. Ford Foundation Headquarters, New York 
(Bednar, 1989)
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Figure 32 . Arndale Center, Manchester 
(Scott, 1989)
As a summary, the design elements for achieving continuity can be stated as; physical 
and visual access, transition space, lighting, interior landscaping, and exterior and 
interior suifaces.The main consideration is to achive continuity, through design 
elements and through physical and visual linkage.
4.2. IDENTITY OF THE INTERIOR SHOPPING MALL
Differentiation of character is particularly important for an interior shopping space. The 
coiporate identity of an interior shopping space has many manifestations. Again the 
issue has the two components; exterior and interior. The fh'st impression of an interior 
shopping space, and its prime identifier is the exterior. The design of the exterior is 
often a problem of how to achieve coherence with suiTOundings while still advertising 
the presence. First of all, there is a need for clarity and concern from the outside. 
Exterior organisations, entrance, ground and surface treatments are the identifiers of an 
edifice.
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Futhermore, the kind of signs and graphics used plays a significant part.
Too many developers make the mistake of building an ordinary 
center, and then devising a name that may or may not have any 
local significance, attempting through some tenuous connection, 
expressed in trite graphics, to create an identity. Identity, 
however, means more than this, and certainly involves a greater 
understanding of the potential of powerful graphics (Fitch and 
Knobel, 1990, p. 182).
As Eckbo (1964) mentiones, there is a demand for the recognition of the formal visual 
values that the building creates. The visual impact on the site around, the 
neighborhood, and the region result from the visual forces generated by the building 
and are counteracted by similar forces from around (Eckbo in Oniir, 1992).
More immediate is the question of the internal space's relation to the street. It should 
not merely provide access to the public, it should invite it. Seen from the outside, from 
its vast acreage of pai'king lots, the typical suburban shopping center looks like a pile 
of blocks (Fig. 32). The elemental shapes of the center do not blend into the landscape 
because there is no landscape to blend into. The designers think that, the streets ai'e 
inside, so there is little reason to control facades which faces highways and parked 
cars.
Figure 33. Suburban Shopping Center
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Facades are one of the most important elements in creating the identity." The power of 
the facade to communicate through a language of forms, textures, and images has been 
impoverished" (Best in Onur, 1992, p.45). Building facades are the primary urban in- 
between realm and a major interest of urban design (Brown, 1985).
In American cities like Las Vegas, there has been lack of an architecture that makes a 
'declaration in the city'. There has been a domination of signs with architecture playing 
a part in the city streets (Fig. 34) (Miyawaki in Onur, 1992) (4).
Figure 34 . Las Vegas Strip
(Brown, 1985, p. 21)
Reduction of meaning due to predominance of expedience as a value has eventually led 
to a crisis of identity in architecture. Individual attempts to recover identity counteract 
and smother one another. Domination of signs sometimes smother these attempts 
further (Oniir, 1992). Therefore, the signs and advertisements as well as the facades 
and enhance of buildings are the important tools of design.
Another important component of the identity of a shopping mall is the interior 
atmosphere. Piped-in music, pavements designed to cushion noise, forced ventilation.
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controlled lighting, all screen the customer from distraction and aid his sense of 
location. The malls and arcades that lead to the main courts, writes an analyst and 
designer of shopping centers, Louis Redstone, should strive for an intimate character 
and subdued atmosphere. The purpose is to have the shopper's eye attracted to the 
store displays. To encourage 'shopping interest', when upper galleria are seperated by 
large spaces, connecting bridges should promise convenient access and 'give tempting 
views of the lower floor' (Harris, 1975). The designers offer several options. But 
when the developer aims unambiguously at an urban mood, he produces with hard 
materials and bright colors, exciting, dynamic interplays of light, texture and 
movement: great hanging mobiles, huge open plazas, balconies, ramps and stairways 
cutting with sharp angles across the empty spaces. From dozens of vantage points the 
shopper can gaze across what seem to be limitless vistas, depressing when they are 
empty, but exhilarating when they are filled with active people, a landscape in 
perpetual movement, assertive and ever changing.
Interior landscape includes a number of elements in addition to plants such as; water, 
sculpture, paving, changes of level, seating, glazing, lighting, heating, di'ainage, 
irrigation and the spatial concept of design (Jack in Scott, 1989). Though interior 
landscape relies on an artificial environment, it can enhance tlie experience of spaces 
within the building.
In fact, everything that goes into the center is organised to enhance the shopping act. 
'The typical shopper' according to some designers, makes no thoughtful judgements 
concerning good or bad graphics, architecture or space design. He feels good or 
uncomfortable concerning whether he should buy or not, stay or leave. Thus most 
shopping centers do not aim for good design as such; they seek an environment that 
will puU people in, keep them there, and encourage them to return. (Harris, 1975).
On the other hand, circulation defined by 'clarity' and 'visuality'; comfort in terms of 
light acoustics and micro climate; the surfaces, and the store fronts which give 
personality to the center are all significant considerations in achieving identity.
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4.3. INTERIOR SHOPPING MALL AND THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT
Buildings should not merely 'fill up’, but reinforce urban space 
and its qualities. Buildings and the built-in human activities around 
a space can transform its quality. The uses of spaces need to be 
studied to have an understanding of how buildings will function in 
or near that space (Clay in Önür, 1961, p. 271).
Zeidler, in his book Multi-use Architecture in the Urban Context, talks about 
downtown shopping which should not be thought as an isolated node but a continuing 
street space where interior shopping spaces should not turn their backs to the city 
(Zeidler, 1983). Any building intervention into the existing agglomeration of buildings 
requires consideration and, if created, resolution of conflicts in visual forces in the 
cityscape, physical comfort, and social interactions existing or resulting from the new 
land use activities. Therefore, a building should not be treated as a seperate entity but 
should complete the characteristics of tlie urban context and the public realm.
The street is the key place for a plaza, and a starting point for urban design. Either 
open or an interior space, a good plaza starts at the street. The area where the street 
and plaza meet is a key success or failui’e. Ideally, the transition should be such that it 
is hal'd to tell where one ends and the other begins.
The most critical problem is the lack of connections to the surrounding context of 
pedestrian places. Streets and squai'es work well as the social spaces because tliey both 
connect to other pedesti'ian places and sei've as locadons for given puiposes. Thus, 
they are places for people to pass through as well as places to go. To be socially 
successful in terms of providing opportunities for encounters, interior pedestiian malls 
must be directly linked to both the suiTounding exterior and interior places. This 
design-and -location characteristic gives some assurance that there will be enough 
people passing through to make the area both hvely and interesting.
Comparing the new pedestrian places to their historic counteiparts, it is observed that 
virtually all of the nineteenth-century arcades served as shortcuts - as midblock 
connectors between busy streets. They were successful in attracting people to pass 
through both purposefully and casually. This, in turn, provided opportunities for
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meeting, which enables the arcades to become succesful as social spaces (Frampton, 
1986).
Since its inception, the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II has been the center of Milan's 
public social life and the place to see and be seen - the city’s covered forum. Galleria's 
success lies not only in its magnificent design but also in its role as a connecting 
passage between Milan's two most significant stnictures: the Duomo, or the cathedral, 
and La Scala, the opera house (Fig. 35). Owned by the government, the galleria is 
ti'uly a public street. It remains open twenty four hours a day and allows freedom of 
access to full spectrum of society - from beggars to nobleman.
Figure 35 . Galleria Vittorio Emanuelle n, Milan 
(Bednar, 1989)
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In the twentieth century city center, though not as signifiant as Milan's Galleria, 
connections with the surrounding environment is one of the most important design 
criteria of the interior shopping malls. The two urban blocks between the Fifth Avenue 
and Madison Avenue, 55th Street and 57th Street in NewYork, can serve as a specific 
example of contemporary pedestrian space (Fig. 36). These blocks contain the 
Coming Glass Works, the AT&T Building, The IBM Building, and the Trump 
Tower. The base of the AT&T Building has a generous amount of arcaded, paved, 
area, mostly treated as passage but also utilized for seating (Fig. 37). A glass covered 
arcade, lined with shops, at the rear of the building creates a mid-block passage (Fig. 
38). The entry to Trump Tower leads via two storey interior passage to a six storey 
retail atrium (Fig. 39) where the atilum is joined to the enclosed plaza-garden at the 
real’ of the IBM Building (See Fig. 28). This is a place of tianquility, which is fuU of 
pedestrian amenities.
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Figure 36 , Plan of Two Blocks in Manhattan, New York 
(Bednar, 1989, p. 13)
Figure 37 . View of Street Arcades, AT&T Building, NewYork 
(Bednar, 1989, p. 14)
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Figure 38 . AT&T Building Arcade, New York 
(Bednar, 1989, p.l4)
Figure 39. Interior View, Trump Tower Atrium, New York 
(Bednar, 1989, p.l5)
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Unless there are attractions within, people do not use walkways very much, even in 
rainy and cold weather. The sti'eet is a lot more interesting. The walk-through function 
of a space is greatly enhanced if something is going on within it. Even if one does not 
taiTy to sit or get a snack, just seeing the activity makes a walk more interesting. As at 
plazas, the places people like best for sitting ai'e tliose next to the main pedestrian flow. 
Therefore, effective, efficient, and enlivening pedestrian circulation that maintains 
exterior-interior continuity should be the goal of the urban designers.
4 .4 .  ELEMENTS OF DESIGN
A general list of criteria can be useful for the analysis of interior shopping spaces in 
terms of visual criteria, though, most of the criteria ai'e intangible and difficult to 
define.
The analysis of visual criteria provides a better understanding of our experience of the 
public city spaces, interior and exterior. Cuiran (1983), defines visual components of 
the public domain and perception in three categories; built and spatial forms, the 
treatment of defining surfaces,and, ground treatment and furnishing.The first visual 
component is the buildings and the exterior public spaces between them. The main 
consideration is how buildings ai'e expressive of their interior functions and also act as 
symbols for pai'ticular ideas and values, by their forms.
Within the urban context, the expressive qualities of buildings 
extend beyond individual structures. Here one must consider not 
only the form of a building relative to other buildings, but also the 
role it plays in defining public spaces. Like built forms, spatial 
forms of public spaces also convey essential infomiation (Curran,
1983, p.51).
The second visual component is die U'eatment of defining surfaces.
While die organisation of facades can have an important impact on 
the scale and chai'acter of public spaces, die use of openings is also 
critical. Contributing to the scale and character of public spaces, 
windows and doors can be highly expressive of the uses contained 
within buildings. They also provide both visual and functional
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linkage between the exterior public domain and the interior private 
domain ( Curran , 1983, p.52).
It is possible to add ' the interior public domain’ to Currans definition, the linkage 
between the exterior public domain and the interior private domain, as in the case of 
interior shopping malls. The continuity between these realms constitutes an important 
aspect in the design of interior shopping malls in terms of experiencing the public 
domain (Cf. Section 3.2.).
Curran's third component is the ground treatment and furnishing.
The main concei'n is the way the ground surface is tteated in terms 
of materials, textures, patterns, etc. and the elements put into the 
public spaces. Monuments, which act as focal points, and trees, 
which fill up and subdivide spaces, bollards, seating etc. can be 
highly expressive and supportive in the perception and use of 
public domain (Curran, 1983, p. 52).
Though Curran defined his components relating to the exterior public space it is also 
possible to carry his ideas and concepts to the interiors. As will be examined in the 
proceeding sections of the thesis, the visual components of the interior public spaces 
should be treated similarly. On the other hand, although defined and treated seperately, 
these components overlap with each other. The overlap among the visual components 
creates the need of coordinated studies in the creation of city spaces. Consequently, the 
interrelation between different disciplines in the public realm, again comes into 
question (Cf. Section 1.2.)
Finally, physical criteria can be summarised interms of the spatial type of the building 
-space layout, interior organisations, interior circulation, transition space(s); the 
location type of the building -relations with the sumounding bildings, transit ways, 
public, semi-public and private spaces;and the section types of the building -means of 
enclosure and level differences.
The design guidelines (5) for the previously discussed problems and concepts related 
to interior shopping mall design within the context of urban public realm can be 
summarized as;
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Continuity of Exterior and Interior Public Spaces:
Plan and design interior and exterior public spaces in relation with each other, enhance 
continuum in spatial experience; provide transition spaces in the entrance; treat 
entrances in a way to minimise barrier effect of the doors; create a sense of orientation 
by relating the circulation to the central space; support orientation by the ground and 
surface treatments, both in the exterior and interior; provide visual access to the 
interior and exterior; make use of natural environment (daylight, landscape) as much as 
possible.
Identity of the Interior Shopping Mall:
Announce the presence of the mall in terms of appearance (facades, entrances and 
signs are important); give people reasons to be there by providing amenities such as 
shopping, dining, entertainment, exhibition, infoimation, and sitting.
For the atmosphere of the interior use furnishings to enhance it; use planters and trees 
to define spaces; make planting a part of the architecture, make the water feature a 
visual focus; avoid residential-scale and style furnishings; make artificial lighting 
unobtrusive; control signs and advertisements to avoid visual caos; control shop front 
designs to achive coherence.
Define and articulate the spatial subtype; make the space 'read' clearly; give it a strong 
organisational role; create a building section responsive to spatial perception; use 
daylight to bring the space to life, emphasise the power of the space by avoiding visual 
clutter; give it human scale by articulating floors, terraces, balconies, or special 
windows.
Integration within the Urban Context:
Evaluate the interior shopping mall as building type and form in terms of its site 
massing and contextual role; connect the mall to the streets, plazas, coutyards, 
pedestrian bridges, tunnels and subways; maximise public access and use, make it 
visible by giving it exterior expression; provide ammenities in the form of seating , 
services, exhibitions, and landscaping.
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5. EVALUATION OF INTERIOR SHOPPING MALLS IN ANKARA, 
IN TERMS OF URBAN PUBLIC REALM
5.1. CHANGES IN THE PUBLIC REALM AND DIFFERENT KINDS OF 
INTERIOR SHOPPING MALLS IN ANKARA
The development of Ankara's commercial center can be briefly observed in three 
stages; the traditional center, the republican period, and the present trends.
Ankara has always been an important city since the ancient times. In the period of 
Roman Empire, the city was located on one of the most important junctions of the 
Roman road network. It appeared as an important trade center in the Byzantine era 
also, because of its location on long distance trade routes. Between the 1 and 14 
centuries under the Seljuk rule the city could not develop due to some changes in the 
road network. In the Ottoman period, the city gained importance again. In the 16 th 
century there were many tradesmen and aitisans who engaged in production, retailing, 
and wholesaling activities in the city. The craftsmen mostly had their shops together in 
the same street or same residential quarter (Aktiire, 1978).
Before being the capital city of Turkey, the commercial center of Ankai'a was a linear 
development, starting from the castle towards Ulus. On one end, the traditional center 
was formed by the bedesten and the bans of the 16 and 17 century, in front of the 
castle (Fig. 41). Çıkrıkçılar Yokuşu, and Atpazari, Koyunpazan, and Samanpazari 
were the open bazaar areas. On the other end, there was Taşhan (today's Ulus 
distinct), which began to develop with the Istanbul railway connection in 1892 
(Bademli, 1986).
In the old Ankara there were two types of buildings which can be grouped under the 
definition of interior shopping malls; han and bedesten. Commercial center in this
period was in the form of a bedesten, and Hans suiTounding the bedesten, just as other
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century Ottoman-Turkish cities. The commercial center of Ankara before 1929 
can be observed in Figure 41. Mahmut Paşa Bedesteni (1464-1471) was the focal 
point of Ankai’a's commercial center in the 16*^^^ century. Today, this classic Ottoman 
type bedesten is being used as a museum; Anadolu Medeniyederi Müzesi. Furthermore 
there were several hans such as; Kurşunlu Han, Zafran Han, Yeni Han, Çukur Han, 
Çengel Han, Pilavoglu Ham, Penbe Han, Zağfirancı Han, Tuz Ham, Kapan Наш, 
Baku· Ham, Kıbrıs Hanı and Suluhan. In this 'district of bans', the construction of 
new hans continued until IS^h century. Nearly half of these hans do not exist today, 
while the remaining half have lost their historical values and original characters 
(Tuncer, 1989).
Figure 41 . Commercial Center of Ankara - 'District of Hans' 
(Aktüre, 1978)
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In 1923, Ankara became the capital city. The changes that took place after being the 
capital had important effects on the old Ankara and changed its physical structure, its 
demographic characteristics, its social organization and the values and morals of the 
inhabitants (Keleş in Tuncer, 1985). Within this period. Ulus continued to be the focal 
point of commercial development.
In Jansen's plan (1932), there was no concept of 'Central Business District'. Though, 
from the plan it can be understood that Ulus was evaluated as the 'center' of Ankara 
while Kazilay was thought as a residential area. In 1950's the population growth rate 
was over Jansens's estimations. Also, Kızılay was no longer a residential area only. 
The ai'ea became a subcenter and the new setting of the government buildings. By this 
time Atatürk Bulvarı became the focal point of the new Republic's financial, 
administrative, and sociocultural functions of the city (Özdemir, 1991).
Although until 1960's Ulus got five times more bureaus and workplaces than Kızılay, 
the future of Kızılay seemed more open than Ulus. With the migrations and the 
tendency of low income people to settle around the northern pait of the city, instead of 
Ulus, Kızılay pulled the new retail and service activities (Bademli, 1987).
In 1957, Uybadin-Yücel Plan again failed to catch the pace of commercial 
development. Also in this plan, Kızılay was not accepted as the new CBD of Ankara. 
With the 1960's, Kızılay started to carry the characteristics of a CBD, while in 
1970's, it became the second CBD of Ankara (Bademli, 1987).
As can be observed from the construction dates (Cf. Section 5.1.2), starting from the 
1950's, most of the 1960's cover the period of extensive construction of pasaj type 
interior shopping malls, both in Ulus and Kızılay.
In 1970, a new macroform plan of Ankara was developed for 20 years . This plan 
mainly proposed a western development for Ankara. On the other hand , due to easy 
access of public services to business and residential areas, Kızılay CBD turned into a 
shopping area selling luxurious consumption goods. Also, retail activities along 
Atatürk Bulvarı increased by this time.
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In the 1980's, a development towards Çankaya, and Tunali Hilmi Caddesi as 
prestigious subcenters came into the picture. Again, pasaj type interior shopping malls 
can be observed on Tunali Hilmi Caddesi as the dominant commercial buildings of this 
period. The existence of Hilton and Sheraton Hotels, also supported the commercial 
development on the Çankaya axis. Further more, the two large scale shopping malls 
Karum and Atakule, being the focal points of the prestigious subcenter developments 
are the final indicators of the commercial development of the 90's.
1970 1985
Figure 42 . Commercial center of Ankara, 1970-1985 
(Bademli, 1986)
Briefly , today in Ankara, the commercial places can assume different forms such as; 
shops along a street, interior shopping malls (çarşı, han, pasaj, shopping center) , 
covered but open passages such as traditional shopping streets , and covered 
unenclosed spaces such as market places ('pazar yeri').
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5.1.1. A TYPOLOGIC STUDY OF MAIN INTERIOR SHOPPING MALLS IN 
ANKARA
To give a more detailed image of the forms which the interior shopping malls has 
taken, it is possible to make a typological listing. This list is prepared according to the 
spatial types, location types, and transverse and longitudinal sections, to give an image 
of the building mass; interior space organization, circulation, functions of space, 
transition spaces, location within the urban context, linkages, means of enclosure and 
the mall in relation to the building (6).
5.1.1.1. Spatial Types
The schematic drawings of the spatial types (Fig. 43) represents the variations in the 
interior shopping mall spaces. It can be analyzed in relation to several aspects, such as: 
entrances and shopping streets to observe the interior circulation and linkages; 
transition spaces to observe the connection of interior and exterior spaces; and space 
types to observe the characteristics of the interior space.
The diagram is divided horizontally, according to the number of entrances and 
different type of interior spaces. It is divided vertically according to the following 
spatial elements; interior space formed only by interior shopping streets (space for 
circulation only); interior space formed by shopping sheets and a central space where 
the streets cross or meet, and where the central space is used for vertical circulation 
(space for circulation only, level differences), shopping streets and the central space, 
where the central space provides different uses (space for circulation and social 
interaction).
White areas depict interior spaces while black areas represent building shell and the 
stores. The schematic presentations of spaces that make a small opening in the front 
edges of the buildings imply the main enti’ances. Black dots at the sides are the 
secondary entrances, usually in different levels. Finally, outlined rectangular* shapes 
on the schemes represent the area of vertical circulation. The scales of the dr'awings do 
not exactly depict the actual sizes.
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Figure 43 . Spatial Types
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Additionally, a list of example interior shopping malls for each of the spatial type is 
prepared (Table 1). It will be helpful in identifying the spatial types. Each example is 
also identified according to the regularity in their space types so as not to create a 
conflict in matching the graphic representations with the actual space designs. It should 
be noted that the gi'aphics are symbolic representations.
It is possible to make some further comments along with the image of the forms that 
the spatial types have taken. Firstly, it is obseiwed that the dominant shopping malls 
called pasaj in Ankara, also forni the basis for the dominant spatial type. These spaces 
are in the form of naiTow interior streets with small shops at the sides. To a larger 
extent, there exists no central space for public uses. The only space activity is 
circulation, either horizontally or vertically. In fact, there are limited numbers of 
examples where the central space is used for social interactions among all types. 
Karum, Atakule shopping centers and Zafer Çarşısı exemplify this type. The 
schematized presentations of secondaty entrances imply a type of entrance mostly in 
the form of a single two sided door directly opening into the mall. These doors are 
usually located in different levels other than the main entrance level because of 
topographical reasons. Furthermore, larger openings in main entrances depict 
transition spaces which are mostly in the form of passageways through a kind of 
antechamber. As can be observed from Table 1, this type of formations ai’e very rai'e.
Suluhan ....................................... .....................  6c (regular)
Yiba Çarşısı ............................... ....................  8b (irregular)
Zafer Çarşısı .............................
Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı ......................... ...............  5a (irregular)
Armağan Pasajı ..........................
Gama ........................................... ...................  6b (irregular)
Bulvar Pasajı ............................. ....................  6a (irregular)
Tunalı (new) .............................. ....................... lb  (regular)
Tunalı Pasajı .............................
Kuğulu Pasajı ............................
Yetkin Çarşısı ............................ . ....................... la  (regular)
Karum ..........................................
Atakule ....................................... .....................  5c (regular)
Soysal Işhanı .............................
Hanifi Çarşısı ............................
Table 1 . List of Example Interior Shopping Malls for Each Spatial Type
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5.1.1.2. Location Types
The diagram of location types (Fig. 44) present the relationship between the interior 
shopping space as building and the surrounding urban context. The shopping mall is 
shaded in the diagram; the building lot, adjacent buildings and streets are included in 
the square frame. The diagram is arranged according to street facades -similar to that of 
the spatial types- on the horizontal axis, street(s) and building relation on the vertical 
axis. The list (Table 2) consist of the selected example shopping malls, this time 
showing their location types .
In Ankara, related with the development plan, the differentiation between building 
types are very limited. As can be followed from the diagram and the list, most 
common building types are (la) and (2a). These two types include most of the pasajs 
in Ankara, which ai'e located on the main streets. In (2a), the building is located at the 
comer of the block. These types of buildings usually have two entrances; one from the 
main street and a secondary one from the crossing street, which increase the usage and 
improve the circulation. The circulation between these entrances can hardly be defined 
as the expected 'through-building connections' which form a continuity in exterior and 
interior spaces, because of the level differences. On the other hand, it should be stated 
that such formations have better access when compared to the ones which do not 
provide any kind of linkages. The comer also is a valuable land for such formations in 
the CenU'al Business Districts.
On the other hand, interior shopping malls with two facades and providing a passage 
between two important streets (3a, 4a, 5a) with their regular plans as a single street 
are the best examples of continuous built form of interior and exterior public spaces. 
The continuation of street life in an enclosed environment is the most outstanding 
character of such spaces in teims of public domain. Though it must be mentioned that, 
the creation of this particular type of building in contemporary cities is not easily 
possible because of land values and land ownership.
Arcades and covered bazaars, which ai'e the most suitable type of interior shopping 
malls for providing linkages between the city spaces do not exist in Ankara. Though it
is possible to find such formations in Turkey. The Grand Bazaar and the covered
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passages in Istanbul are some examples (See Figs. 17,18,19).
An idealized vision of an interior shopping space as a public building is obsei'vable in 
Galleria Milan (See Fig. 35), where the spatial type is the connection of four streets in 
a centi'al space. Tlie sti'eets directly form the linkage between the cathedral and the 
opera house, which are the two important entities of the city of Milan. Furthermore the 
space is the focal point of social interactions.
Tunalı Pasajı............................................ .........................  la
Kuğulu Pasajı........................................... ........................  2a
Hanifi Çarşısı........................................... ........................  3a
Bulvar Pasajı............................................ ........................  4a
Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı............................................................ 5a
Soysal Çarşı ve Işhanı........................... .........................  6b
Atakule........................................................ ........................ 7b
Karum.......................................................... ........................  8b
Suluhan........................................................ .........................  9b
Table 2 . List of Selected Interior Shopping Malls Showing Location Types
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Figure 44 . Location Types
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5.1.1.3. Transverse And Longitudinal Sections
Tlie diagram of transverse sections (Fig. 45) presents the shopping mall profiles while 
the longitudinal sections show the depth of the shopping mall. The sections of the 
example shopping malls are listed in (Table 3). Black areas indicate building sections 
while the white areas depict the interior and exterior. The proportions of the profile of 
the shopping space are determined by the number of stories, and the depth of the 
building. The structures may simply be perpendicular or divided by balconies. The 
diagram mainly shows the means of enclosure and level differences (if any) of the 
mall. It is important whether the enclosure provides daylight or not. As stated before, 
daylight is one of the most important aspects of public interiors.
An important point which can be observed is the lack of differentiation in the section 
types. A large variety of shopping malls do not have skylight in Ankara. This 
situation is more obvious in the case of pasajs which are located in the first floors of 
the office buildings. Some pasajs have partial skylights, not effective all through the 
interior space. In some recent examples skylights are the major components of the 
space. Furthermore, a different point which can be observed from the sections of 
interior shopping malls in Ankara is the number of floors. The majority of the malls 
have more than two stories, which urges the provision of a vertical circulation.
Anafartalar Belediye Çarşısı.......................... ...................  Ib
Kavaklıdere Sineması ve Pasajı..................... ................... la
Armağan Pasajı................................................ .................. 2a
Suluhan............................................................... .................  2b
Seğmenler Pasajı............................................. .................. 3a
Ertuğ Pasajı..................................................... .................. 3a
Tunalı (new).................................................... ..................  4b
Karum................................................................. ................  5b
Table 3 . List of selected examples showing transverse and longitudinal sections
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5.1.2. Spatial Development of Interior Shopping Malls In Ankai a
This section presents a picture of the stages of development of the interior shopping 
malls in Ankara. These schematically presented spatial profiles give an illuminating 
view of the type and the dimensions of the space, including means of enclosure. The 
white area depict the interior space while the black area is the building mass. The 
skylights are presented symbolically. As mentioned before, tlie development of interior 
shopping malls in Ankara started with the hans in 1 6 ^^  and 17^  ^ centuries. 
Construction of new hans continued until the 18th century. After the establishment of 
the Republic, it is possible to observe a duality in the traditional and new types of 
interior shopping malls. Particularly after the 1950's, these new types such as pasajs 
and gar§is began to develop rapidly. Following this, at the end of 1980's there was an 
increase in the shopping center developments. These three stages of development are 
illustrated with some significant interior shopping malls, with the help of the previous 
typologic charts, in Figure 46. The chronological list of previously mentioned interior 
shopping malls are in (Table 4).
16^ cent- Suluhan
1953- Bulvar Pasajı 
1956- Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı 
1968- Yiba Çarşısı
1968- Zafer Çarşısı 
?- Hanifı Çarşısı
1969- Anafartalai' Belediye Çarşısı
1970- Armağan Pasajı 
?- Yetkin Pasajı
1972- Kavakhdere Sineması ve Pasajı
1973- Soysal Çarşı ve Îşhanı 
1975- Büyük Çarşı
1977- Tunalı Pasajı 
1982- Kuğulu Pasajı 
1984- Ertuğ Pasajı 
1984- And Çarşısı 
1986- Seğmenler Pasajı
1990- Atakule
1991- Karum 
1992_ Tunalı (new)
Table 4 . Chronological List of Example Interior Shopping Malls
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16th cent. Suluhan
1956_ Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı
1968_Zafer Çai'şısı
1977_ Tunali Pasajı
1982_ Kuğulu Pasajı
1991 Kai'um
E J
Figure 4 6 . Spatial Development of Interior Shopping Malls In Ankai’a
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5.2. A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INTERIOR SHOPPING MALL TYPES
5.2.1. Criteria for Comparison and Selection of Example Interior Shopping Malls
In the analysis of Ankara, four major types of interior shopping malls ai'e observed; 
han, pasaj, çar§ı, and shopping center. The development is due to the changes in the 
public realm, and consequently changes in the urban domain where life styles, retail 
systems, land values in the city centers, land ownership, domination of car in city 
spaces etc., can be stated among the causes. These four types are analyzed in terms of 
their relation with the urban public realm. Hans, representing the traces of eaiiy public 
realm, are used today in a way that is totally different from the characteristics of the 
buildings as resting places and an exchange centers. With small shops around the 
courtyard, they present a similar type of retail system with the recent interior shopping 
mall types. However, their relation with the exterior environment should not be 
underestimated. On the other hand, pasaj, meaning 'passage' is a word that expresses 
the transitional nature of this building type. It is possible to say that the pasajs in 
Ankara ai'e totally different from what the meaning of the word denotes. The number 
of pasajs which require this passage is quite small. Therefore these building types can 
not be thought as an integral part of the urban realm. Çarşıs are very similar to pasaj 
type. They are usually completely used for retail activity and cover the whole building. 
This can be stated as the main difference between pasaj and çarşı. Pasajs seem to 
continue being the dominant commercial building type in city centers. Detailed 
information about the interior shopping malls ai'e in Appendix A. Among these, four 
interior shopping mall types are primaiily represented here by the following examples; 
Suluhan, Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı, Kuğulu Pasajı, Zafer Çarşısı and Atakule shopping 
mail. Kuğulu Pasajı present the recent form of pasaj type in Ankara, while, 
Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı is chosen to represent initial formations of this type.
Han\ Suluhan; 1 6 ^^ . Century, Ulus.
(Renovated after a destructive fire in 1929) 
Spt.Typ: 7A; Loc.Typ: 7B; Sec.Typ; 2C.... I
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Pasaj: Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı; 1956, Kızılay,
Spt.Typ: 5A; Loc.Typ: 4A Sec.Typ: 2C.... II
Tunalı New ; 1992, Kavaklıdere, (Not active yet)
Spt.Typ: IB; Loc.Typ: 3A; Sec.Typ:.4C...... III
Çarşı: Zafer Çarşısı; 1968 , Kizilay,
Spt.Typ;.7C, Loc. Typ: 9B, Sec.Typ: 1A....IV 
Shopping Center: Atakule; 1990, Çankaya,
Spt.Typ:.5C; Bldg.Typ:.7C; Sec.Typ: 5B....V
Each of the above examples will be compared to each other in three categories; 
continuity of the exterior and interior public spaces, identity of the interior shopping 
mall, and integration with the existing urban context, in relation with their exterior and 
interior space characteristics.
5.2.2. Comparative Categories
As shown in the previous section, the five interior shopping malls are chosen here to 
represent each development in different periods. Furthermore it should be noted that 
each example mall has its own style and values. After briefly giving information about 
each mall, they will be evaluated according to the previously mentioned set of criteria 
(Cf. Section 4.4.) (Table 5).
The first example is one of the 16 century hans of Ankara. Its primaiy importance is 
not due to its outstanding architectural qualities, but due to being a significant 
commercial center of old Ankara. Suluhan is an important example representing one of 
the historical formations of Ottoman Period. In fact, in 1929, Tahtakale fire highly 
damaged Suluhan and the building highly lost its historic values. Parts of Suluhan 
were used until 1956. After this time it went through a period of being pulled down 
and repaired. Finally it was restored to the condition it has today.
Suluhan is made up of two parts. The first part has a square plan and the second part 
which is attached to the main part is asymmetrical. There is a large courtyard in the
middle of the squai'e shaped main part. The courtyard is surrounded by a two-storied
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porch which is carried on square supports and cross vaults where behind this porch 
there is a row of barrel vaulted rooms. In the second part attached to the main part, 
there is a smaller courtyard which is sumounded by two U-shaped sections of mirrored 
cross vaults (Tuncer, 1985) (Fig. 47).
The original entrance of Suluhan was through a "portal" on the ground level, before 
the restoration and before the construction of Ulus Şehir Hali and Şehit Teğmen 
Kalmaz Caddesi (Tuncer, 1985). Today, the entrance is from the Şehit Teğmen 
Kalmaz Caddesi through a passage with a staircase opening directly into the second 
floor of the han so that the shops opening to outside have no connection with the inner 
part (Fig. 48).
After the founding of the Republic, during the growth of the new center and even after 
its development, the importance and influence of Suluhan with its location on the
Figure 47 . Suluhan, Plan 
(Tuncer, 1985)
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Iiistorical commercial center of Ankai'a, have continued in a certain degree up till today. 
Still today the position of the Suluhan can not be despised. It is suixounded by; Ulus 
Semt Hali in the North, ibadullah Mosque and the fish market in the West, and again 
another commercial zone. Sobacılar, in the East. At the present time , Suluhan enables 
a linkage between these fomiations, tlirough its three entrances on the Noith, West and 
South, and through its interior circulation. Furthermore, there exists an envh’onmental 
design project in the scope of Ulus Historical Center Project Competition, for Suluhan 
and its immediate environment, which will strengthen these linkages with the new 
pedesti'ian airangements.
It is obvious that the shopping type today, has changed to a great extent from that of 
the time of the constmction of the han. It can bee seen that the historical center and 
relatedly Suluhan became common for mostly middle and lower income groups. In 
spite of the studies for the renovation of the building, the interior of Suluhan is still in 
miserable condition in terms of pedestrians experience of spaces because of the 
uncontrolled use of the shopping streets by shop owners and maintenance problems 
(Fig. 49). In terms of exterior appearance, the North facade of Suluhan facing the 
Şehit Teğmen Kalmaz Caddesi, is completely lost behind the retail goods that ai'e 
marketed in front of the shops. Also, because of visually and physically chaotic 
environment, it is to difficult to identify tlie historical characteristics of the building.
Figure 48. Exterior View Of Suluhan
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Figure 49 . Interior View of Suluhan, Shopping Sti'eets
As can be observed from the Figures 48 and 49 the interior and the exterior surfaces 
are covered by signs and advertisements all over the building which also damages the 
identity of the building. Finally, the couityai'd again is not in a pleasant situation. The 
sitting units around the mosque are not sufficient and also not appropriate. Similarly, 
landscaping is very poor and not well maintained.
In spite of all these severe alterations that damaged the historical value of the interior, 
the historical background of the environment and the building as for being one of the 
earlier examples of interior shopping malls in Turkey, Suluhan deseiwes close 
attention.
The second building to be discussed is Kocabeyoglu Pasajı in Kızılay, connecting 
Atatürk Bulvarı and Izmir Caddesi. Being one of the oldest pasajs in Kızılay and in 
Ankai'a, Kocabeyoglu Pasajı was built in 1956 (according to the owner of the 
building).
Kocabeyoglu Pasajı covers the basement and first floors of a four story building. The 
most approved feature of the building is the linkage it provides between the Atatürk 
Bulvarı and the pedestiianised Izmir Caddesi. This connection assists a high amount
of passing-through pedestiian traffic, which increases the use of the pasaj.
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The building is planned in a very hregular fonn. Consequently, interior circulation is 
through irregular shopping streets of various widths. The shopping units along the 
sti'eets have no facades and "bazaar type" of shopping can be obseiwed all through the 
pasaj. This time it is not the signs and advertisements which create visual disturbance, 
but the retail goods hanging all around (Fig. 50).
Finally, it should be noted that, in spite of the miserable condition of the building and
the interior, the dome, composed of plain glass at the sides and translucent glass at the
■\
top, laid over an iron skeleton, creating a circular opening on the central axis 
connecting the boulevard and İzmir Caddesi, is tlie positive feature of the interior space 
as it provides daylight (Fig. 51).
Figure 50 . Interior View of Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı, Shopping Sti'eets
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Figure 51 . Interior View Of Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı
i
Kuğulu Pasajı is one of the early and important pasajs in Tunali Hilmi Caddesi. Being 
on a corner lot a second entrance of the pasaj is connected to the intersecting street to 
Tunali Hilmi Caddesi. Kuğulu Pasajı is located in the basement, ground and first 
floors of an eight story office building. The main scheme has rather a symmetiic layout 
where a centi'al space used for vertical circulation is suiTounded by shops and 
shopping streets. There is a translucent dome at the top of this central space.
Kuğulu Pasajı is in fact a highly common interior shopping mall in Ankai'a. In order to 
cope with the rapid development of pasajs and two shopping centers in its suiTounding 
ai'ea, the pasaj is renewed in 1992. Existing doors ai‘e replaced with new automatic 
doors both in the main and secondary entrances (Figs. 52, 53). Furthermore, it is 
possible to say that the interior space is much more organized when compai'ed to the 
previous examples (Fig. 54).
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Figure 52 . Main Entrance, Kuğulu Pasajı
Figure 53 . Secondary Entrance,Kuğulu Pasajı
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Figure 54 . Interior View of Kuğulu Pasajı
The fourth interior shopping mall to be discussed is Zafer Çai'şısı in Kızılay. The 
building is located below the ground level where there is one main entrance from 
Atatürk Bulvarı (Fig. 55) and two secondaiy entrances at the sides. The mall also has 
a connection with another çarşı. The most approved feature of Zafer Çarşısı is that it 
provides a central space for social interactions. Besides a cafe in this cental space, 
there is an exhibition space which attracts a great number of people. Though, it should 
be noted that the building does not get any daylight, which create interior spaces with 
unpleasant and gloomy character (Fig. 56).
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Figure 55 . Main Entrance of Zafer Çarşısı
Figure 56 . Interior View of Zafer Çai'şısı
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The last interior shopping mall to be studied is one of the two shopping centers in 
Ankara. In form, Atakule is essentially a linear, seven-level shopping mall, enclosed 
with a vaulted skylight. The center does not depend on street frontage except for a 
pedestrian access to the interior, which denotes an inward-oriented scheme (Fig. 57).
It is possible to say that Atakule has a much more complex design scheme, when 
compared to the previous examples. In spite of this complexity, the circulation is well 
organized and comprehensible. In the center, two levels of pai'king are placed below 
grade with five levels of shops at grade and above. Pedestrian stairs and escalators 
provide ready access between the parking and shopping levels. Furthermore, the 
design treatment of the ati'ium is well organized and controlled. The half-round 
cantilevered balconies and the connection bridges are the strongest visual featui'es (Fig. 
58).
Finally it is possible to say that Atakule attracts urban life into and around it by 
providing several amenities. The building has restaurants, cafes, an entertainment 
center and a meeting haU which enhances the shopping act.
Figure 57 . Exterior View, Atakule Shopping Center
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Figure 58 . Interior View, Atakule Shopping Center
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6. CONCLUSION
Interior shopping malls took many forms within the development of cities throughout 
the history. Within the analysis of these developments, it is not possible to define a 
mall type as good or bad. The value of interior shopping malls depend on how well 
they are planned and designed; how well they fit into the existing city in terms of 
massing, appearance and streetscape; how they ai'e experienced, accessed and used by 
pedesuians.
In the preceding chapters, elements of interior shopping mall design ai’e questioned in 
relation with the urban context they seiwe. The design guidelines derived from this 
research ai’e used in the proceeding evaluation of interior shopping malls in Ankara. 
These guidelines can be valid for most of the cities, and for many different interior 
shopping mall types in the world. Furthermore, the elements which ai’e questioned can 
be used not only for interior shopping malls but also for the evaluation of all kinds of 
interior pedestiian places. However, some further observations can be included in the 
final analysis.
The miserable situation of the urban spaces in Ankara is an important problem . An 
urban ugliness has been created based on money and coiporate interests. There is a 
problem in the aesthetic expression in the public sphere both in the exterior and 
interior. According to Oniir (1992), this problem is mostly due to lack of commonly 
shai’ed puiposes, interest in kitch and pseudo-expressions, and the predominance of 
material interests and art that is limited only to private sphere. The organizational 
control of the building regulations has merged with what can be called as aesthetic 
control. This situation has two problems. One of them is the difficulty of defining the 
aesthetics of city architecture, and the other is who will be controlling it for the city. In 
fact, the city has been in the hands of those who have no interest in the urban 
experience and aesthetics. Architects, rai’ely have been able to deal with tlie problem of
the city. The predominance of efficiency and economy as design criteria have deprived
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the city of the pleasures of living while the purpose of efficiency has not been fulfilled 
either (Zion in Oniir, 1992). The situation is even worse in the case of public interiors 
as the denominators of design due to the interests of the private domain. On the other 
hand, the efficiency of existing building regulations for interior shopping malls is also 
arguable (Appendix B). These concepts have been guided by a rigid definition of 
private property and private development on one hand, and generalized abstract 
standards for the public sphere on the other. They have not been guided in relation 
with the urban public realm which, in fact define the city.
All these discussions again concenti'ate on the need to redefine the roles of architects, 
interior architects and urban designers, and the interrelation among them. The aim 
should be to create an attractive urban space both in the exterior and interior. The 
closeness of the pedestrian routes, and the pleasantness of the walk can be among the 
requisites of this. On the other hand, the interior pedestrian space should achieve an 
atmosphere in which people enjoy walking, promenading, window shopping, 
shopping and even being able to enjoy art. Therefore, effective public sector strategies 
should be used in design implementations including public interiors.
In the design of shopping centers, the cuixent fiend for greater collaboration between 
the architects and the interior architects is especially important. While architects are 
looked for creative overall design, the organization of all building elements and the 
detailing of many parts, the interior architect's contribution is vital as setting the 
atmosphere and the details of that atmosphere. According to Scott (1990), when 
shopping centers are concerned, in the overall planning and external aspect of the 
scheme tlie architect must lead while a creative interior designer will have a view but he 
or she should not be the dominant voice. On the other hand, in the case of department 
stores or shop interiors the reverse will be the case.
There are also other situations where the role of the architects and interior ai'chitects 
overlap. For example, when the need is to bring the feeling of exterior and the open 
square in to die malls, architects should dominate; or, when the interior of the mall is 
to be conceived as an extension of the shop design, the interior designer should be 
more prominent (Scott, 1990). In all cases, the aim should be to stress the
collaboration and integration of the two professions by working together to ensure an
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integrated design output. It may well be that the best building and certainly the best 
interiors are eventually the result of a creative collaboration of the architect and the 
interior designer, each responsible for the original concept and later separated into 
areas of special responsibility and of detailed control.
The second important interaction to be improved is between the architects, urban 
designers and planners. Prevailing architectural implementations have mostly 
overlooked the fact that no building within an urban situation stands alone. In fact the 
external demands that act on the urban environment have stronger influence on the 
individual building compared to the interior demands. Architects must accept that 
individual buildings play a supporting role within the urban context, in fact, that they 
can only exist within that framework.
Interior shopping malls are among the major elements in urban design in the sense that 
they add to the pedestrian space of the city. Either being routes or destinations, they 
may be truly urban spaces. On the other hand it should be mentioned that interior 
shopping malls can do more harm than good in the urban environment when they are 
designed to be completely introverted.
There are many possible roles for ai’chitects in the city. According to Brown (1990), 
the smallest building or the part of a building can be designed urbanistically. A 
building should be designed due to its purpose and importance in the urban hierarchy, 
should relate its own public and private spaces to the spaces of public realm and 
should meet urban requirements for access, bulk, height, safety and light.
In fact, height, proportion, scale, material, color, relation between the new and the 
existing etc. are all areas that need clear definitions and discussion. Although some 
design guidelines may cover all these concepts, they should be tested through the 
design of individual buildings and should be reformulated where necessary.
Finally, it should be noted that, perception should take place in the fundamental 
considerations that enter into the design. Though, it should be also noted that, 
perception highly differs among individuals. Lynch (1990) mentions this chai’acter as; 
"perception of the environment depends not only on its visible form, and its objective
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nature, but also on the nature of the individual, his history, his needs and puiposes, 
and his social environment. The same object may be seen quite differently by two 
people of different class, or different visual acuity, or different upbringing, or different 
immediate tasks"(Lynch, 1990, p.466). Consequently, within the sphere of 
environmental design, providing the needs of the public as a whole and dealing with 
individual values, is a problem. Therefore, formulating the criteria for the evaluation of 
perception is again difficult. The best source is the user himself, either by watching his 
choices, asking for his preferences, or observing his behavior.
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NOTES
1. Definition derived from composite study of a number of cuixently available sources 
of interior architecture. Basic credits to Friedman, Pile, Antoniades.
2. It would be better to clarify the commercial terms in the Turkish language as; 
dükkan (shop), çarşı (market), han (inn) and pazar (bazaai·). The word bezzazistan 
was first used not majorly for a commercial building but for a section of the bazaar 
where cloth was sold. From the 17^  ^century on, the word bezzazistan also began to 
be spelt and pronounced as bedesten. The word arasta is again used for a commercial 
building of a certain kind and a specialized section of a bazaai·. The terms shop and 
bazaar will be used instead of the words dükkan and pazar throughout the thesis.
3. Basic sources ai'e Önür, Bednar, Glazer and Lilia.
4. The Las Vegas team thought that the modernists were obsessed by the idea of 
'space', 'the Italian piazza', 'the human scale' etc. and they could not accept the route 
66 , at automobile speed, was also a spatial experience. The Las Vegas team call the 
roadside architecture of styles and signs anti-spatial. As they say, "it is an ai'chitecture 
of communication over space; communication dominates space as an element in the 
architecture and landscape". They point out that ; "the highway signs, through their 
sculptural forms or pictorial silhouettes, their particular position in space, their 
inflected shapes and theii· graphic meanings, identify and unify the megastructure". 
These signs make "verbal and symbolic connections through space", they 
communicate "a complexity of meanings through hundreds of associations". And what 
is more, they do this "in a few seconds from far away". So it is that " symbols 
dominate space, architecture is not enough" (Broadbent, 1990).
An appreciation of building form and urban space in this situation , argues Venturi, is 
irrelevant, because different criteria apply. The slow moving viewpoint of the
pedestrian is no longer of any consequence, because all human movement is now by
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the fast moving automobile. In order to design buildings for this new, mobile society, 
Venturi suggests that architects should give up looking for guidance to European 
model of "spatial city", and look instead at those commercial building forms which 
have emerged (without the benefit of professional ai’chitects) out of a direct response to 
the commercial requh'ements of the "non-spatial", dispersed, automobile oriented city 
(Abel, 1988)
5. The design guidelines are prepared by a composite study of cun'ently available 
basic sources in urban concepts as well as my own observation and inteipretation. 
Basic sources are Bednar, Zeidler, Brown, Antoniades.
6. For the typological listing, Friedrich Geists' methods for the analysis of ai’cades are 
used as a basis.
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APPENDIX A
Following tables include detailed information on the previously selected interior 
shopping malls in Ankara.
List of Example Interior Shopping Malls
1. 16^h cent.- Suluhan
2. 1953- Bulvar Pasajı
3. 1956- Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı
4. 1968- Yiba Çai’şısı
5. 1968-Zafer Çarşısı
6. ?- Hanifi Çarşısı
7. 1969- Anafartalar Belediye Çarşısı
8. 1970- Armağan Pasajı
9. ?- Yetkin Pasajı
10. 1972- Kavaklıdere Sineması ve Pasajı
11. 1973- Soysal Çarşı ve İşhanı
12. 1975- Büyük Çarşı
13. 1977- Tunalı Pasajı
14. 1982- Kuğulu Pasajı
15. 1984- Ertuğ Pasajı
16. 1984- And Çarşısı
17. 1986- Seğmenler Pasajı
18. 1990- Atakule
19. 1991- Karum
20. 1992- Tunalı (new)
Name of the Shopping Mall: SliUlHAH
Location: liU)5
Year of Construction:
Type: CUshopping cent. CUpasaj 0hL i
Function of Building: 0^opping only CH multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels 
Number of Entrances: 3
Types of Entrances: m¡a^ x^  secondary:2.
Linkages:0yes CH no < i ij.
if yes: 6 K/llW/0
Enclosure: D  yes 0 ^ no
if yes:
Means of Vertical Circulation: B^air CHelevIZlescal
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: B tear  npe
BTmall shopping units
Type of Consumers:
Blow inc. Biniddle inc. Bl high ir 
Type of Use and Interactions:
Bshopping 0win, shopping Bpassing by 
Beating, drinkingBseeing others Bresting 
Bother social activities iconcert, exhibition)
building type
line.
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior [3shop-front Bblank surface
interior Bshop-front Bno surface
longitudinal sec.
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior B  yes Q io
interior B  yes a Ino
Exterior Organizations:BFurnishing BLanscaping BAmenities
Interior Organizations: BFumishing 0Lanscaping BAmenities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: B^ylight IBartificial
Micro Climate: [Biatural B  artificial
Example I. Suluhan
Suluhan
Name of the Shopping Mall: ^UUVi  ^ TAWI
Location: WZllAy
Year of Construction: '1*1*1^
Type: n sh op p in g  cent. 13pasaj n h a n
Function of Building: [^shopping only HU multiuse
Spatial type
Number of Levels: .2 
Number of Entrances: 2
Types of Entrances: main: 1 secondaiy:"!
Linkages:yes  HU no
if  yes:
Enclosure: 0 y e s  HU no
ifyes:T|o 'nCljlkjlri·
Means of Vertical Ciixulation: 0  stair O e l e v O  escal
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: 0  bazar t\pe
0  smtill shopping units
Type of Consumers:
O  low inc. 0 m id d le  inc. 0  high inc. 
Type of Use and Interactions:
0  shopping 0 \ \ ' in .  shopping 0 " passing by 
0 e a tin g , diihking0seeing others 0 resting 
0 o th e r  social activities ('concert exhibition")
building type
Treatment of SuiTaces:
exterior 0"shop-front 0 b la n k  surface
interior 0sh op -fron t 0 n o  surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior 0  yes 0n o
interior 0  yes 0no
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:0Fumishing 0L anscaping I I Amenities
Interior Organizations: 0Fumishing 0L anscaping 0A m enities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: 0 d a y lig h t  [0"artificial
Micro Climate: 0 n a tu ra l O  artificial
Example 2. Bulvar Pasajı
m m m
Bulvar Pasajı
Name of the Shopping Mall: KOZAB^TiO^LLl 
Location: K121UAV 
Year of Construction:
Type: CUshopping cent. B ”pasaj CHlian
Function of Building: 0shopping only C] multiuse
Spatial ty'pe
Number of Levels: 2.
Number of Entrances: 3
Types of Entrances: main 2 secondary:
Linkages:0yes EH no .
if yes: At/tlU]tk t
Enclosure: B y es  EH no
if yes: Wiih
Means of Vertical Circulation: 0 s ta rr  EHelevDescal
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: 0b aza r t\pe
I I small shopping units
Type of Consumer’s:
Eh low inc. 0middle inc. EHhighinc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
Bshopping 0w in , shopping EH passing by 
EHeating, drinkingEHseeing otirers EH resting 
EHother social activities ('concert exhibition)
buiWing type
Treatment of Siu’faces: ^
exterior [ZTshop^ &ont Dblank surface
interior EH shop-front 0n o  surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior EH yes Efm
interior EH yes EÍO
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:EHFumishing EHhanscaping EHAmenities
Interior Organizations: EUpumishing EHLanscaping EHAmenities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: 0 ^ y l i g h t  E ^ artific ia l
Micro Climate: 0 n a tu ra l EH artificial
Example 3. Kocabeyoğlu Pasajı
Kocabeyoğlu Pasaj ı
Name of the Shopping MaIl: I^FA 
Location: UUi^
Year of Construction: ^ 56S
Type: CUshopping cent. 0 ^ asa j j D lian
Function of Building: 0^opp ing  only E l  multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels:  ^
Number of Entrances: 
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages :l~~l yes
if yes:
Enclosure:
transverse sect.
main: 2.
[â'no
0 ^ .ves
secondarv; 2.
□
if yes: Wifil
Means of Vertical Cii*culation: 0 s ta i r  SelevlZlescal
Type of Retail System: [H bazar t\pe
0 ^ a l l  shopping units
Type of Consumers:
0 IOW inc. Hmiddl e inc. n  high inc. 
Type of Use and Interactions:
0^hopping BvC^n. shopping [U passing by 
[Heating, drinkingEI]seeing others CH resting 
EUother social activities (concert, exhibition)
building type
E X
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior 0sho{>front EJblank surfac!
interior Bshop-front E lno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior CJ i'es Bno
interior n  yes 0 n o
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:EİFumishing 
 ^ Interior Organizations: IZİFumishing
dİLanscapiııg [ZİAmenities 
EİLanscaping [ZİAmenities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: 0 ^ y l i g h t  [ E T ^ f ic ia l
Micro Climate: 0 n a tu ra l E l  artificial
Example 4. Yiba Çarşısı
Yiba Çarşısı
Name of the Shopping Mall: 2AT5-K 
Location: Kl'ilUA'/
Year of Construction:
Type: iZlshopping cent. 0 p a s a j , CHhan
Function of Building: Dshopping only 0"multiuse
Spatial type
Number of Levels:'^
Number of Entrances: ^
Types of Entrances: main'! secondary: 2.
Linkages: D y es 0 n o
if yes:
Enclosure: 0^yes n  no
if yes: Hi
Means of Vertical Circulation: B sta ir  CHelevDescal
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: HU bazar t\pe
Bsm all shopping units
Type of Consumers:
0"lowinc. 0rniddle inc. [Uhighinc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
0^shopping Bt^dn. sliopping CH passing by
Beating, diinkingCUseeing others Bresting 
Bother social activities ('concert, exhibition)
building type
Treatment of Sui’faces:
exterior O  shop-front Oblank surfaci
interior Bshop-front B n o  surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior B  yes B n o
interior B  yes B n o
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:BFumishing 
Interior Organizations: BFumishing
BLanscaping BAmenities 
BLanscaping 0Amenities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: B d a y lig h t B ^artific ia l
Micro Climate: B n atural B a r t ib c ia l
Example 5. Zafer Çarşısı
Zafer Carsısı
Name of the Shopping Mall: HAtllFI ¿:h^ ‘b\b\ 
Location: UHl^
Year of Construction:
Type: CHshopping cent. 0 ^ a j  □  ha:i
Function of Building: Bshopping only d! multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels: 6 
Number of Entrances: 2-
Types of Entrances: main:^ secondan.':^
Linkages:[3’ves CH no i \ .^ ·
if y^ s:
Enclosure: 0 y e s  d l  no
if yes: MO
Means of Vertical Circulation: 0^staii CHelevCIlescal
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: CH bazar t\pe
[TKmall shopping units
Type of Consumers:
01ow  inc. PTmiddle inc. d !  high inc. 
Type of Use and Interactions:
0shopping dlwtin. sh.opping d  passing by 
Ideating, diinkingdlseeing otlters dl resting 
Qother social activities ('concert, exhibition)
building type
Treatment of SuiTaces:
exterior 0shop-front dlblank surfac;
interior [dshop-front dino surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior dl yes Idno
interior d] yes HTo
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:ldFtimishing [dLanscaping dİAmenities
Interior Organizations: dİFumishing dİLanscaping dİAmenities
Ambient Environmental C rite ria : Lighting: d ldaylight d f ^ f i c i a l
M icroclim ate: Idnatural 0 a r t i f ic ia l
Example 6 . Hanifi Çarşısı
Hanifi Çarşısı
Location: L1U6
Year of Construction:
Type: n shopping cent. 0 ^ asa j iZlhan
Function of Building: CUshopping only CH multiuse
Name of the Shopping MalhAWAKlAVw^ P. 4 . spatial type
Number of Levels: \
Number of Entrances: 3
Types of Entrances: main; 2) secondary:
Linkages :B \ 'e s [I] no
if yes:
EU yes 0 ^  noMeans of Enclosure:
if yes:
EUelevEUescalMeans of Vertical Cii*culation: LJ stair
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: CH bazar t^pe
0sm all shopping units
Type of Consumers:
0 1 o w  inc. 0m iddl e inc. CH high inc. 
Type of Use and Interactions:
0 ”shopping 0TOn. shopping 0passing by 
EHeating, diinkingCUsseing others CH resting 
[Hother social activities tconcert, exhibition)
building type
Treatment of Sui’faces:
exterior 0shop-front CDblanlc surface
interior 0shop-front CUno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior CH 3'es 0 n o
interior n  yes a «
lonsitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:nFiirnishing 
Interior Organizations: dlFumishing
dlLanscaping dlAmenities 
EZlLanscaping dlAmenities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: 0 i y l i g h t  [ H  artificial
Micro Climate: (3 á tu r a l  CD artificial
Example 7. Anafartalar Belediye Çai’§isi
. Anafartalar Belediye Çarşısı
Name of the Shopping Mall: ARWA^ AU FA^ AJI
Location: K121UAN
Year of Construction: -iW
Type: (Zlshopping cent. 0 p asa j CHhan
Function of Building: Q ^opping only CH multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels: 2. 
Number of Entrances:  ^
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages: Dyes
if yes:
Means of Enclosure:
transverse sect.
maim ^
B"no
secondar>':
no
if yes;
Means of Vertical Ciixulation: B sta ir  EUelevCIIescal
Type of Retail System: 0 b aza r t>Tpe
0 sm all shopping units
Type of Consumers:
0 lo w  inc. Hiniddle inc. CH high i 
Type of Use and Interactions:
0shopping shopping EU passing by
[Heating, drinkingCHseeing others EH resting
EDother social activities (concert, exhibition)
building type
line. I tt It (u-----<
Treatment of Sui’faces:
exterior 0shop-front Dblank surface
interior Hshop-front [Z]no surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior EH yes Elno
interior EH yes [Sio
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:[HFumishing EHLanscapirig CHAmenities
Interior Organizations: EHFumishing CHLanscaping CElAmenities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: CHdaylight B ^^ficial
Micro Climate: EHnatural Q^rtificial
Example 8. Armağan Pasajı
.'^miagan Pasajı
Name of the Shopping Mall: VETKltl PA3AJI 
LocationrluHAU HlWiVli ZAfT I^ 
Year of Construction:
Type: EUshopping cent 0 ^ asa j D h an
Function of Building: [^hopping only CH multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels: 2. 
Number of Entrances: \ 
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages: d y e s  
if yes:
Means of Enclosure:
transverse sect.
main: 4 secondary:
[â^no
0>^es EH no
if yes:
lation: 0 stair EHelevdescal
Type of Retail System: EH bazar t\pe
Pfsmall shopping units
Type of Consumers:
n  low inc. 0rniddle inc. d l high inc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
0"shopping 0^ h^n. shopping CH passing by 
[Heating, drinkingdlseeing others EH resting 
EH other social activities (concert exhibition")
building type
T ---- r
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior 0"shop-front EHblank surface
interior 0^hop-&ont EHno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior EH yes K o
interior Q  yes STo
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations :nFumishing dLanscaping [ZjAmenities
Interior Organizations: CUFumishing dlLanscaping [ZlAmenities
Ambient Em ironm ental Criteria : Lighting: d a y l ig h t  B ' ^ f i c i a l
Micro Climate: Biiatural ^ a r tif ic ia l
Example 9. Yetkin Pasajı
Yetkin Pasajı
Name of the Shopping MalltKAVAKUp^ K^  ^\v^Hhh\ 
. W  TA^ AJI.
Location:'I'UIAAH HluMl ¿AWt^\
Year of Construction: ^^ *72
Type: D shopping cent. 0 p a s a j  CHhan
Function of Building: [^hopping only CD multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels:  ^
Number of Entrances:"  ^
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages :[Z! yes
if yes;
Means of Enclosure:
transverse sect.
main;
Q^no
[Efyes
if ves : h
secondare:
□ no
Means of Vertical Clixulation: CD stair CDelevCDescal
Type of Retail System: CD bazar type
Q^mall shopping units
Type of Consumers:
ED low inc. 0 n id d l e inc. n  high inc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
0 ^ o p p in g  0w in . shopping ED passing by 
EDeating, drinkingCDseeing others ED resting 
EDotlier social activities ('conceit, exhibition)
building type
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior 0^o i> fron t EDblanl: surfacs
interior 0^op-fron t EDno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior ED 3'es B io
interior ED yes B " o
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:EDFumishing 
Interior Organizations: CDFumishing
CDLanscaping [ZİAmenities 
EDhanscaping CDAmenities
Ambient Em ironinental Criteria : Lighting; EDdaylight 0^ tificia l
Micro Climate; CDnatural ^artificial
Example 10. Kavaklıdere Sineması ve Pasajı
. KavaKiidere sineması ve Pasajı
Name of the Shopping Mallr^ OYiAU ¿A^ 6l vi HAHI
Location: klllLAW
Year of Construction: H17'/'
Type: dshopping cent. 0 p asa j [Ulian
Function of Building: CUshopping only CD multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels: AW
Number of Entrances: 2.
Types of Entrances: main; i secondaiy: ^
Linkiiges:0yes [H no
ifyes:A|/ttii|^k7Dlv/|l +
Enclosure: B y e s  B  no
if yes: №
Means of Vertical Cii*culation: B s ta ir  B e le v B e s c a l
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: EH bazar h-pe
B^mall shopping units
Type of Consumers:
EH low inc. Bmiddl e inc. rH high inc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
0shopping 0 w n .  shopping Bpassing by 
Dealing, drinkingnseeing others D  resting 
Dother social activities (concert, exhibition')
building type
I 1
i ·
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior 0shop-front EHblank surfaci
interior 0 ^op-fron t EHno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior D  yes 0 n o
interior EH yes □ f o
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:EHFumishing 
Interior Organizations: EHrumishing
EHLanscaping EHAmenities 
EHLanscaping EHAmenities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: EHdayHght 0 ^ artificial
Micro Climate: B natural E fa rtific ia l
Example 11. Soysal Çarşı ve İşhanı
.Soysal Çarşı ve İşhanı.
Name of the Shopping Mall: SUVilK 
Location: KlSU'A'f 
Year of Construction:
Type: CUshopping cent. 0 pasaj [Ulian
Function of Building: Q^hopping only CH multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels:^ 
Number of Entrances: 2. 
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages: B y e s  
if yes:
Means of Enclosure:
transverse sect.
main; \ secondary; A.
B  no
B  no
if >es; N* ^Wl/|ll+
lation: B s ^  B e le v B e s
Type of Retail System: B  bazar t\pe
B^maU shopping units
Type of Consumers:
O  low inc. Bmiddle inc. O  high inc. 
Type of Use and Interactions:
Bshopping . shopping IBpassing by
CUeating, diinkingCIlseeing others [U resting 
Bother social activities (concert, exhibition)
building type
Treatment of Surfaces: ^
exterior 0shop-front Bblank surface
interior B^hop-front CUno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior B y e s  B i o
interior B  yes Sno
lonaitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:BFmnishing 
Interior Organizations: BFumishing
BLanscaping BAmenities 
BLanscaping BAmenities
Ambient Environmental Criteria : Lighting: B d a y lig h t lB"artificial
Micro Climate: B n atural [ B ^ f i c i a l
Example 12. Büyük Çarşı
■İA. 7. . *î i-
b u y u k
GÖZLÜK , -rüA/AT U
R !
Kr
konfeksiyon
Büyük Cai’şı
Name of the Shopping MailMUHAU 
Location:'fUHAW HlUMi ¿AVpB^]
Year of Construction:
Type: CDshopping cent. Qpasaj D han
Function of Building: 0 shopping only CH multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels: 2. 
Number of Entrances:2. 
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages: [H yes
if yes:
Means of Enclosure:
transverse sect.
main: 2- 
0 'no
secondary':
es □ no
if yes: ’Wli) ty/Ijiii/ll 
Means of Vertical Circulation: 0 "staii CHelsvEIiescal
Type of Retail System: [U bazar tvpe
[3 ^ a ll shopping units
Type of Consumers:
n  low inc. Bmiddle inc. CH high iric.
Type of Use and Interactions:
0  shopping , shopping 0  passing by
CHeating, drinkingC!]seeing others CH resting 
EHother social activities ('concert, exhibition)
building type
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior 0 shop-front CUblank surfaci
interior 0 shop-front CUno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior 0"yes [lino
interior 0 y e s  [H no
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:[ZlFumishing 
Interior Organizations: OFumishing
OLanscaping [ZİAmenities 
HHLanscaping [ZİAmenities
Ambient Em ironm ental Criteria : Lighting: S k y l i g h t  0"Z rtificia l
Micro Climate: 0 n a tu r a l D  artificial
Example 13. Tunali Pasajı
.Tunalı pasajı
Name of the Shopping Mall: KU6|Ul.U FA^ Aj 1 
Location:‘TUNM/l Hiurll M tW ll 
Year of Construction:
Type: n shopping cent. 0 p a sa j LHhan
Function of Building: Qshopping only ED mulhusise
spatial type
secondarv: 'i
Number of Levels: ^
Number of Enti'ances: 0.
Types of Entrances: main ^
Linkages: 0>'es
if yes: TUMI
Means of Enclosure: llijyes LJ no >,
ifyes;wi)li 'ikjUW (Y/lpllll I 
Means of Vertical Cii'culation: B sta ir  CHelev B ^sc
transverse sect.
cal
Type of Retail System: П  bazar npe
B^mall shopping units
Type of Consumers:
B l low inc. Bmiddle inc. Q h ig h  inc. 
Type of Use and Interactions:
0"shopping 0ппп. shopping Bpassing by 
Beating, drinkingBseeing others В  resting 
Bother social activities ('concert, e.xhibition)
building type
Treatment of Surfaces:
e xterior В  shop-front
interior BÍhop-front
Bblank surfaci 
B n o  surface
longitudinal sec.
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior B yes 0no
interior B yes Bio
Exterior Organizations:BFumishing 
Interior Orsanizations: BFumishing
Bhanscaping BAmenities 
0Lanscaping BAmenities
Ambient Environmental C riteria : Lighting: Q ^ y l ig h t  0 ^ artificial
Micro Climate: B n atu ra l B ^ f i c i a l
Example 14. Kuğulu Pasajı
Kuğlu Pasajı
Name of the Shopping MaIl:i>^U^ FA^ Ajl 
Location: TilHAH HlM/Vli ¿AVVf’*l\
Year of Construction: "^1^ 4
Type: EH shopping cent. 0 ^ a sa j [Ulvn^
Function of Building: [^hopping only CH mulhuse
spatial type
Number of Levels:
Number of Entrances: 2-
Types of Entrances: main: 4 secondaryri
Linkages:0v-es EH no .
ifyes:Tijlli)i Ullmi
Enclosure: 0 > ’es  ^ [EH no
if yes: Hp
Means of Vertical Circulation: 0 s ta i i  EHelevEHescal
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: D  bazar t>pe
0 sm a ll shopping units
Type of Consumers:
CH low inc. 0m iddl e inc. CZlhighi 
Type of Use and Interactions:
0  shopping H 'nin. shopping EHpassing by
EHeating, drinkingEHseeing oüıers EH resting 
EHotlier social activities ('concert, exhibition)
building type
l ne.
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior 0shop-front EHblank surface
interior 0^hop-front EHno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior 0 W S  EH no
0 ^ s  CDno
longitudinal sec.
interior I
Exterior Organizations:EHFumishing 
Interior Organizations: EHpumishing
EHLanscaping EHAmenities f¡ 
[HLanscaping EHAmenities
Ambient E n\ironm ental C riteria : Lighting: Skylight 0 ^ tif ic ia l
M icroclim ate: EHnatural [^ a r tif ic ia l
Example 15. Ertuğ Pasajı
‘ Ertuğ Pasajı
Name of the Shopping Mall: AMİ7 
Location:
Year of Construction:
Type: 0 ^ o p p in g  cent. EH pasaj EH han
Function of Building: EH^opping only EH multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels:4  
Number of Entrances: 2. 
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages: EH yes
if yes:
Enclosure:
Means of Vertical Circulation: H sta ir  EHelevEB^scal
transverse sect.
mam: secondary: A
0H io
B ^ e s EH no
if yes:
Type of Retail System: C] bazar npe
B sm all shopping units
Type of Consumers:
EH low inc. 0m iddl e inc. EH high inc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
0shopping Hv^an. shopping CH passing by
EHeating, diinkingEHseeing others EH resting
[Uother social activities ('concert, exhibition)
buiWing type
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior 0shop-front EHblank surface
interior 01hop-front EHno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior EH yes &
interior EH yes E i o
longitU(dinal sec.
Exterior Organizations: EH Furnishing 
Interior Organizations: EHpumishing
EHLanscaping EH-Amenities 
EHLanscaping EHAmenities
Ambient Environm ental C riteria : Lighting: Q ^ y l ig h t  0 ^ r t i f i c i a l
Micro Climate: EHnatural B i^ n if ic ia l
Example 16. And Çarşısı
And Çarşısı
Name of the Shopping Mall: SFiMtHVi-K TA' f^Gl
Location: tillsAU hlUMl
Year of Construction: -S6
Type: n shopping cent. 0 p a sa j CHhan
Function of Building: E ^opp ing  only CH multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels: 7  
Number of Entrances: ^  
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages: E y e s  
if yes;
Enclosure:
transverse sect.
main: ^ secondary:
[Ë no
B ^ es E  no
if yes: Ho
dation: 1__1 stair 1_lelevi_lescal
Type of Retail System: E  bazar t\pe
B im all shopping units
Type of Consumers:
E low inc , Bmiddle inc. B liighinc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
Eshopping B ^ n .  shopping B passing by
Esating, drinkingEseeing otliers E  resting 
E  other social activities ('concert, exhibition)
building type
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior B^hop-front E b lank  surfac!
interior E^hop-front E n o  surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior B y e s  E  no
interior 0 Í «  □  no
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:EFumishing 
Interior Organizations: Epumishing
Ehanscaping EAmenities 
ELanscaping EAmenities
Ambient Environmental C riteria : Lighting: Edaylight (B ^ f ic ia
Micro Chmate: Enatural B ^ ib c ia l
Example 17. Seğmenler Pasajı
Seğmenler Pasajı
Name of the Shopping Mall: ATAKUl/B- 
Location:
Year of Construction: ^*^0
Type: 0shopping cent [U pasaj EUhan
Function of Building: [Dshopping only 0 " multiuse
spatial type
Number of Levels: ^ 
Number of Entrances: 
Types of Entrances: 
Linkages: Dyes
if yes:
Enclosure:
transverse sect.
maim A 
B'no
secondaiY^  2-.
ves □
if yes: wifli
Means of Vertical Circulation: B^staii HelevB^cal
&
Type of Retail System: O  bazar
Bsmall shopping units
Type of Consumers:
CHlowinc. 0middle inc. 0highinc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
0shopping . shopping Brassing by
Beating, drinkingB^ eeing otliers BV, sting 
0other social activities (conceit, exhibition^
building type
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior Ethop-front O blank surfaci
interior 0shop-front LDno surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior E y e s  E n o
interior E y e s  E  no
longitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations :BFÍimishing 
Interior Organizations: 0Fumishing
ELanscaping B^ienities 
0Lanscaping EÁmenities
Ambient Environm ental C riteria  : Lighting: E ^ y l i g h t  artificial
Micro Climate: E n a tu r a l E ^ f i c i a l
Example 18. Atakule
Atakule
136
Name of the Shopping Mall: iCAl^ liM 
Location: KAVAKUlpt^ ^^
Year of Construction:
Type: 0shopping cent. [Zlpasaj n h a n
Function of Building: [Ushopping only Q m ultiuse
Number of Levels ^
Number of Entrances:”^  
Types of Entrances: main;^
Linkages: d yes 0 n o
if yes:
Enclosure: 0 y es
spatial type
secondar-':-2-
. CD no
if yes; wilvi
Means of Vertical Ciixulation: 0^stair E d e v B ^ sc a l
transverse sect.
1 1
Type of Retail System: [D bazar tjpe
B^m all shopping units
Type of Consumers:
EUlowinc. Bmiddle inc. 01iighinc.
Type of Use and Interactions:
0"shopping 0 r\an . shopping B  passing by
Beating, drinkingBseeing others B resting
E 3 ^ e r  social activities (concert, exhibition)
building type
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior Bshop-front B w ank surfaci
interior Bshop-front O n o  surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior 0 3 'es B  no
interior B y e s  O  no
lonaitudinal sec.
Exterior Organizations:BFumishing 
Interior Organizations: BFumishing
0Lanscaping BAmenities 
BlTanscaping B ^ e n i t ie s
Ambient E m ironm ental C riteria : Lighting: B ^ y l ig h t  B "artificia l
Micro Chmate: B n a tu ra l B ^ t i f i c i a l
Example 19. Karum
. Kai'uiTi
Name of the Shopping Mall: lUNAU 
Location: TUHAU 
Year of Construction:
Type: lUshopping cent. 0 p a sa j [Z]han
Function of Building: [^hopping only [H multiust
spatial type
Number of Levels: "4 
Number of Entrances:
Types of Entrances: main: ^  secondary:
Linkages: n  yes 0 " n o
if  yes:
Enclosure: 0 ”yes CH no
if  yes; W
Means of Vertical Ciixulation: 0  stair 0 e l e v 0 e s c a l
transverse sect.
Type of Retail System: 0  bazar Upie
B s m a ll  shopping units
Type of Consumers:
0  low inc, 0 m id d l e inc, 0 h ig h in c .
Type of Use and Interactions:
0 sh o p p in g  0 w i n .  shopping 0 passing by
0 e a t in g , d iink ing0seeing  others 0 resting
0 other social activities ('conceit, exhibition')
building type
Treatment of Surfaces:
exterior L·!! shop-front 0 b la n k  surface
interior 0 sh o p -fro n t 0 n o  surface
Sign and Information displays organization:
exterior 0 j ' e s  0 n o
interior 0 y e s  0  no
lonsitudinal sec.
.............
immm ,
;
i.. ·· - ■ ■ ·
Exterior Organizations:0Fumishing 
Interior Organizations: 0Fumishing
0L anscap ing  0 A n ien itie s  
0L anscap ing  0 A m en itie s
Ambient Environmental C riteria : Lighting: 0 d a y lig h t  0 ^ artificial
Micro Chmate: 0 n a tu r a l O f f i c i a l
Example 20. Tunali (new)
, Tunall (new)
APPENDIX В
(Ankara tmar Yönetmelimi, 1989, pp. 91-98)
PAS/U, KAPALI Ç/\RŞILAR, SANAYİ ÇARŞILARI, 
SİNEMA VE TİYATROLAR, CAMİLER, FIRINLAR, 
TAŞIT ALIM SATIM YERLERİ, TELEFONLU 
TAKSİ YAZIHANELERİ
Pasaj Kapalı Çarşılar ve Sanayi Çarşıları
Madde 72 : 1) Dolaşma Alanı Oram :
Pasaj ve dolaşma alanlan her kat için а>тг ayrı değer- 
lendirilir. Alanı (500) metrekareyi geçmeyen pasajlar­
da, dolaşma alanı, pasaj alanının % 25’inden az ola­
maz. (500) metrekareden sonra gelecek her (200) met­
rekare alan için bu orana 1 ilave edilir. Ancak, bu 
oranın % 40'ı geçmesi halinde daha fazla arttınlma- 
yabilinir.
2) Dolaşım Alanı En Az Genişlikleri:
Alanı (500) metrekareyi geçmeyen pasajlarda, dolaşım 
alanı genişliği (2) metreden az olamaz. (500) metre­
kareden sonra gelecek her (100) metrekare alan için 
bu genişliğe (0.10) metre ilave edilir. Ancak, bu geniş­
liğin (5) metreyi geçmesi halinde daha fazla arttırıl- 
mayabilinir. Dolaşma alanı en az genişlikleri içinde 
hiçbir çıkıntı veya kolon yapılamaz.
Boşluklara bakan geçitler en az (1.50) metre genişlik­
te olacaktır.
3) Pasaj Giriş ve Çıkışları:
a — Herhangi bir katı (1000) metrekareyi geçen çok 
katlı pasajlarda bir giriş ve bir çıkış yapılacaktır.
b — Hiçbir kati (100) metrekareyi geçmeyen çok kat­
lı pasajlarda, pasaj giriş ve çıkışı bir noktadan sağla- 
• ııabilir.
c — Giriş ve çıkışlar farklı kat ve kotlardan yapıla­
bilir.
d — katlı pasajlarda, merdivenden itibaren pasaj ge­
nişliği, giriş ve çıkış katma ulaşan merdivenlerin top­
lam genişliğinden az olamaz. Bu genişliğin tesbitinde, 
giriş ve çıkış katına ulaşan katlardaki merdiven geniş­
liklerinden en büyük olan(lar)ı esas alınır.
e — Konut bölgelerinde, yan komşu mesafelerine 
dükkan açılmamak şartıyla pasaj çıkışı yapılabilir.
4) Merdivenler:
a — Altı çarşı, üstü konut olarak kullanılacak, b.ina- 
larda konutların merdiven ve asansör yerleri, pasaj 
dışında ve bağımsız yapılacaktır. Üstü ikamete tahsis 
olunmayan binalarda pasajla bağlantılı umumi meı 
divenler pasajın yalnız yangın merdiveni olarak ka 
bul edilebilir.
b — İndiği veya çıktığı katların pasaj alanı (500) 
metrekareden az olan katlı pasajlarda düşey bağlantı 
bir merdivenle, çok olan katlı pasajlarda en az iki mer­
divenle sağlanacaktır. .Bu ikinci merdiven de giriş çı­
kışın, temin edildiği kata kadar devam edecektir.
c — Katlı pasajlarda bir kat inen veya çıkan mer­
diven genişliği en az (2.00) metre olacaktır. İkinci 
merdivenin gerektiği hallerde bu merdiven genişliği 
(1.50) metreden az olamaz. Bir kattan fazla inen ve 
çıkan-merdivenlerin genişliklerinde, giriş veya çıkışın 
sağladığı kata doğru, indiği veya çıktığı her fazla kat 
için (0.50) metre ilave edilir. Ancak, bu takdirde bulu­
nan merdiven genişliği (2.50) metreyi geçtiğinde bi­
rinin genişliği (2.00) metre altına düşmeyecek şekil- 
ûe merdiven sayısı arttınlabilir;
d — Katlar arasında iki merdiven gereken pasajlar­
da merdivenlerden dar olanı genişliğine bakılmaksı­
zın yürüyen merdiven olarak yapılabilir.
e — Pasaj katlarında, 3 basamağa kadar yükseklik 
farkları en fazla % 6 eğimli rampa ile bağlanacaktır.
f '— En düşük giriş çıkışa göre iki ve daha fazla kat­
lı pasaj ve çarşılarda aynca asansör tesisi mecburidir.
g — Bütün pasajların her katında, kaçışı sağlamak 
amacıyla bina dışına ulaşan en az (1.00) metre geniş­
liğinde bir merdiven veya koridor bir adet yangın çı­
kışı sağlanacaktır.
h — Bir üst kat veya bir alt kat ile iki düşey bağ­
lantısı bulunan veya bir giriş ve bir çıkış temin edi- · 
len katlarda aynca bir yangın çıkışı veya yangın mer­
diveni aranmayabilir.
5) Bölme Duvarı Malzemesi:
Pasaj - kapalı çarşılarda yeni yapılacak veya tadil edi­
lecek dükkanlann ve bunlara ait eklentilerin bölme 
duvarlarının yanmaz malzemeden veya kargir olması 
zorunludur. Tek dükkan olarak kullanılan mağazalar 
bu hükme tabi değildir.
6) Isıtma ve Havalandırma :
Pasaj - kapalı çarşıların merkezi ısıtma sistemi ile ısı­
tılması zorunludur. Alanı (500) metrekareden büyük 
pasajlarla, dolaşma alanlan ile bağlantılı yeterli öl*ü- 
de tabii havalaiıdııma imkanı olmayan pasaj-kapalı 
çarşılarda havalandırma tesisatı yapılacaktır.
7) Helalar;
Pasajlarda erkek ve kadın için yeterli sayıda ayn ay­
rı lavabo ve hela tesisi zorunludur.
8) Pasajlarda, bulunduğu kattaki pasaj dolaşma ala­
nı bunun (1/3) nisbetini geçmemek, dolaşma alanı 
genişliğinden dar olmamak ve en fazla 3 dükkan açıl­
mak şartı ile cepler teşkil edilebilir. Bu ceplere (3) 
ten fazla dükkan açılması halinde cep sonlarının dar 
kenarı en az (6.00) metre olacaktır.
9) Sanayi çarşdan planlarında sanayi ve depolama 
bölgeleri olarak gösterilmiş bölgelerde yapılabilir.
